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Abstract: The topic of this paper is the optimal exchange rate regime for small open 

economies, which are mutually dependent. Our most important finding is that, con-

trary to suggestions made by some economists, when such countries adopt basket-peg 

regimes, pegging against a common basket currency is not optimal. The optimal weights 

in the currency basket are different, because the structure of the goods and money mar-

kets are different. We have three other findings. One is that adopting a dollar-peg regime 

is not optimal in East Asia. Second, a floating exchange rate regime is one of the ways 

to minimize the loss, provided the optimal monetary policy is adopted. Third, the opti-

mal weights in the basket depend on whether the foreign country also adopts a basket 

peg regime. This means that the optimal weight of the basket is different under the case 
where both Malaysia and Thailand adopt basket-peg regimes and under the case where 

only Malaysia adopts a basket-peg regime.

Key words: Optimal Exchange Rate System, Basket Peg, Optimal Weights of the Basket Peg, East Asian 

Currency System, Malaysia and Thailand. 
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facto dollar-peg by many countries in East Asia' . Another factor was the discrepancy 
in maturity of lending and borrowing: the financial sectors in East Asian economies 
borrowed short-term from abroad but lent long-term to domestic firms. Due to these 
two reasons, economies were made vulnerable to crisis. 

 Concerning exchange rate regimes, McKinnon and Schnabl (2004) advocate the 
adoption of a dollar-peg regime in East Asia. They explained that by adopting the 
dollar-peg, developing countries with incomplete domestic financial markets can miti-

gate short-term domestic payment risk on the one hand, while providing a useful nomi-
nal anchor for national monetary policies on the other. 

 At the same time, Ita, Ogawa, Sasaki (1998), Ogawa and Ita (2002), Kawai (2002), 
Ita and Park (2004), Yoshi no, Kaji and Suzuki (2004) point out the desirability of basket 

peg regimes in East Asia. They argue that for countries with close economic relation-
ships with the United States, Japan and the European Union, exchange rate stabilization 
vis-a-vis a basket comprising these currencies was beneficial, because it removed the 

problem of large fluctuations of exchange rates. 
 Focusing on the basket peg regimes in East Asia, Ogawa and Ita (2002), Kawai 

(2002), and Ita and Park (2004) advocate G-3 (dollar, yell and euro) currency basket 
regimes. They also stated that weights of the basket should be the same for all East 
Asian countries, with an eye to introducing a common currency in the future. In other 
words, they advocate a "common basket regime" in East Asia. 

 There are two objectives in this paper; one is to find out which exchange rate regime 
is optimal in East Asia, the other is to see if the optimal weights in the basket are the 
same, if a basket-peg is to be adopted. We use a two-country general equilibrium model 
with a Rest of the World (R.O.W.)2. We compare four cases; (A) both Malaysia and 
Thailand adopt basket-peg regimes, (B) only Malaysia adopts basket-peg regime and 
Thailand adopts floating, (C) both Malaysia and Thailand adopt floating regimes, (D) 
Malaysia adopts a dollar-peg regime and Thailand adopts a floating regime. 

 The following are the four major findings of the paper. First, adopting a dollar-peg 
regime is not optimal in East Asia. Second, floating exchange rate with optimal mon-
etary policy is one of the ways to minimize the loss functions. Third, adopting the 
basket-peg regime is one way to minimize the loss if each country adopts its own opti-
mal weights. But it is not optimal for both countries to adopt a common basket for their 
currency. The optimal weights of the basket in the two countries are different because 
the structure of the goods and money markets are different in two countries. Fourth, 
the optimal weight of the basket depends on whether the foreign country also adopts a 
basket peg regime. In other words, the optimal weights in the basket are different under

Ita, Ogawa and Sasaki (1998) and Ogawa and Ita (2000) both stress this point and advocate that the 

adoption of a basket-peg regime in East Asia, in order to avoid being negatively affected by fluctuations in 

the dollar-yen exchange rate. 
? We assume Malaysia as home country , Thailand as foreign country, and US as the Rest of the World 

(R.O.W.). 
3 However as pointed out in Yoshi no, Kaji, and lbuka (2004), too much fluctuation of the exchange rate 

would hurt a small country where trade as a percentage of GDP is high.
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the case where both Malaysia and Thailand adopt basket-peg regimes, and under the 
case where only Malaysia adopts a basket-peg regime. 

 Section 2 provides our macroeconomic model. Section 3 derives the reduced forms 
of the model under the assumptions of imperfect substitution and perfect substitution 
between Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds. Section 4 discusses how the effect of an 
exogenous shock depends on the degree of bond substitutability. The exogenous shock 
we consider is a change in foreign holdings of domestic currency denominated bonds. 
Section 5 shows the policy objectives and loss functions, which will be used to judge the 
optimality of the different exchange rate regimes. Sections 6 and 7 contain the empirical 
results. Section 6 derives the optimal weights in the exchange rates in the currency 
basket, if the monetary authority uses the basket weights as policy tools. Section 7 
shows the empirical estimation of our model, using data for Malaysia and Thailand. 
Lastly, section 8 concludes the discussion.

2. MACROECONOMIC MODEL

 As in Yoshi no, Kaji, Suzuki (2004). this model is a two-country general equilibrium 
model comprised of five markets for each country;domestic money. ® domestic 
bonds. ® assets denominated in dollars, Q goods and services, aggregate supply. 
There are three sectors: Q the public sector, and ® the private sector. and ® the foreign 
sector. Therefore, there are totally 10 markets. There are also three countries: Malaysia 
(Home), Thailand (Foreign) and the USA (Rest of the World). We assume that Malaysia 
and Thailand are small countries and the USA is the rest of the world. The relationship 
between the baths-ringgit rate. the ringgit-dollar rate and the bahts-dollar rate is given 
by the identity. 

          bahts per dollar = bahts per ringgit x ringgit per dollar 

 Or, using our notation given in Table of notations,

~S. (Rest of the World)
Imperfect eR/S 

Substitutes

P
NIR/SImperfect 

Substitutes

Malaysia (Home)            Thailand (Foreign) 

Perfect Substutues

or Imperfect Substitutes
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: rate of interest on domestic assets of Malaysia 

: rate of interest on domestic assets of Thailand 

: rate of interest on dollar-denominated assets 

: expected ringgit-dollar exchange rate 

: ringgit-dollar exchange rate 

: expected bahts-dollar exchange rate 

: bahts-dollar exchange rate 

: expected baths-ringgit exchange rate 

: baths-ringgit exchange rate 
• exchange risk from holding dollar denominated assets 

: exchange risk from holding dollar denominated assets 

: exchange risk from holding bahts denominated assests 

: real value of domestic stock of assets of Malaysia 

: real value of domestic stock of assets of Thailand 

: real stock of Malaysian government bonds held by the 
  Malaysian Central Bank 

: real stock of Thai government bonds held by the Malaysian 

  Central Bank 

: real stock of Malaysian government bonds supplied 

: real stock of Thai government bonds supplied 

: real stock of Malaysian government bonds held by R.O.W. res-

  idents 

  real stock of Malaysian government bonds held by R.O.W. res-

  idents 

: real stock of dollar denominated assets held by the private sec-

  tor in Malaysia 

: real stock of dollar denominated assets held by the Malaysian 

  Central Bank 

: real stock of dollar denominated assets in Malaysia 

: real stock of dollar denominated assets held by the private sec-
  tor in Thailand 

: real stock of dollar denominated assets held by the Thailand 

  Central Bank 
• real stock of dollar denominated assets in Thailand 

: stock of money supplied in Malaysia 

: stock of money supplied in Thailand 
: government spending in Malaysia 

: government spending in Thailand 

: GDP of Malaysia 
: GDP of Thailand 

: GDP of R.O.W. 
: price of good produced in Malaysia 

: price of good produced in Thailand 

: price of good produced in US
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 Except for the interest rates, all variables are natural logarithm values of the originals. 

All partial derivatives are defined to be positive. We assume Malaysia as the home 
country and Thailand as the foreign country. 

 We consider the following two cases; (1) Imperfect capital substitution between 

the Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds and (2) Perfect capital substitution between the 

Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds. 
 We assume that Malaysian residents do not hold baht-denominated assets and Thai-

land residents do not hold ringgit-denominated assets. Because of these assumptions, 
there are three stock equilibrium conditions for the asset markets in each country. 

 Following are the equations in the model:

In — p = —sir +83(rRow . +eeRlS — eRl$) + 64y + E5W 

     111* — 11* = —Et r* + E3 (reB$B$) + Eql'*E;+u,*                            R.O.W.-Fel—el 

        bg=b".111- + bMC +fsir— #so-R .o.w. + eeR/$— eR/S) 

+04y+l6sw+ liAeRj$ 

        b*9 = h*gR.O.W. + bTC + jI i.* — 133 (l-R.O.w. + eeB/S — eBl$) 
          +l64v*+i6sw*+j3,jdeB/$ 

F =FM — m r + 713(IR.o.w. + eeR/$ — eR/$) + rl4AeR/S + llsy + ll6W 

FT = F7 c — ilir*  + 113 (IR.o.w. + eeB/$ — eBl$) + 714 AeBl$ + ns yr* + 16 W* 

   y = yly—y2r+y3g+y4(eB/R+p* -p)+y5y*—Y6ti'+yi4eB/R 

+ Y8(eR/$ + pR.O.W. — p) + ygyR.O.W• — YIOy + Yr aeR/S 

yr*=Yiy*—Y?r*Y3g*_y4*(eBlRp*—p)ysy—Yby*AeB/R 

+ Yg (eB"$ + pR.O.W. _ p*) + y91.R.o.W. _ yioy* + yr I deBls 

y = hi (eB/R + p* — p) + h,(eR/$ + pR.O.W. p) 
— h31 + h4AeBhR + hsAeRl$ 

y*   1 (_eB/R + p — p*) + 0 (eR/S + pR.O.W. — p*) 
           — h1r* + h:deB/R + 4AeBl$ 

=lip-I-hp+bp+bp+eR/$+F ,+eBIS+F$p 

in — p=bMC+eR/S+FMC 

                m* — p* = bTc + eBI S + FTc

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(I 0)

(ll)

(12)

(13)
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 elsl$ = eBIR + eR'(14) 

 Equations (1) and (2) are the equilibrium condition for domestic money in Malaysia 
and Thailand. Concerning equation (1), the left-hand side is the real value of the stock 

of money supplied in Malaysia (money supply). The right-hand side is the real value of 
money demand in Malaysia. Money demand depends on the domestic rate of interest, 

the rate of dollar denominated assets, GDP and real value of stock of assets. 
 Equation (2) is the same with equation (1): the left-hand side is the real value of the 

stock of money supplied in Thailand. The right-hand side is the real value of money 

demand in Thailand. 
 Equation (3) and (4) show the equilibrium condition for domestic bonds in Malaysia 

and Thailand. Concerning equation (3), the left-hand side is the real value of the stock of 
domestic bonds supplied by the Malaysian government. The right-hand side is the real 

value of the demand for domestic bonds. The first term on the right-hand side express 
the real value of the US residents holding the ringgit-denominated assets. Domestic 

demand for domestic bonds in Malaysia depends on its own return, rate of interest on 
dollar-denominated assets, GDP and the real value of stock of assets. The last term on 

the right-hand side show that demand for domestic bonds increase with the increase in 
foreign exchange risk. 

 Equation (4) is the same with equation (3): the left-hand side is the real value of the 

stock of domestic bonds supplied by the Thailand government. The right-hand side is 
the real value of the demand for domestic bonds. 

 Equation (5) and (6) are equilibrium condition for foreign (dollar-denominated) 
bonds in Malaysia and Thailand. For equation (5), the left-hand side is the real value of 

the stock of dollar-denominated bonds supplied. The right-hand side is the real value 
of demand for dollar-denominated bonds. This time, the demand comes from the pri-

vate and public sectors at home. Domestic demand for dollar-denominated bonds de-

pends on rate of return as well as the exchange risk on the dollar-denominated bonds, 
domestic rate of interest, GDP, and real value of stock of assets. The demand for dollar-

denominated bonds declines with the increase in foreign exchange rate risk. 

 Equation (6) is the same with equation (5): the left-hand side is the real value of the 
stock of the dollar-denominated bonds supplied. The right-hand side is the real value of 

demand for dollar-denominated bonds. 
 Equation (7) and (8) are equilibrium conditions in the goods and services market 

for Malaysia and Thailand respectively. For equation (7), this is an IS equation for 
Malaysia. Consumption depends on GDP and investment depends on the interest rate. 
Moreover, net exports depend on the baht-ringgit, ringgit-dollar exchange rates, US 
GDP, Thailand GDP, domestic GDP, and exchange rate risk. 

 Equation (8) is the same with equation (7): this is an IS equation for Thailand. 

 Equation (9) and (10) are equilibrium conditions for the aggregate supply for 
Malaysia and Thailand respectively. For equation (9), this is AS equation for Malaysia.
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Production capital depends on the interest rate. Production inputs depend on the baht-

ringgit ringgit-dollar exchange rates, and exchange rate risks. Equation (10) is the same 
with equation (9): this is AS equation for Thailand. 

 Equation (11) expresses the Warlus's law of assets (Accounting Identity), which 
shows that the domestic private sector holds domestic money, domestic bonds, and 

dollar-denominated bonds. All the variables are denominated in real term. 
 Equation (12) and (13) are the balance sheet of the Central Bank of Malaysia and 

Thailand respectively. For equation (12), the Central Bank of Malaysia has domestivc 
bonds and foreign bonds for assets. Both sides of equations are denominated in the real 

term. Equation (13) is the same with equation (12): the Central Bank of Thailand holds 
domestic bonds and foreign bonds for assets. 

 Equation (14) shows the relationship among the ringgit-dollar, the ringgit-baht, and 
the baht-dollar exchange rates. 

2.1. Imperfect Capital Substitution between Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds 

 Under (1) Imperfect capital substitution between the Malaysian bonds and Thailand 
bonds, we consider four cases; 

  (A) Both Malaysia and Thailand adopt the common basket-peg with different 
       weights, 

  (B) Malaysia adopts the basket-peg regime and Thailand adopts the floating ex-
      change rate regime. 

  (C) Both Malaysia and Thailand adopt the floating exchange rate regime, 
  (D) Malaysia adopts the dollar-peg regime and Thailand adopts the floating ex-

      change rate regime 

Table 1 summarizes the four cases.

<Table 1: Exchange rate regime)

Thailand

 Basket-pee I Floating Fixed (dollar-peg)

Malaysia

Basket-peg A B

Floating C

Fixed (dollar-peg) D (E)

 2.LA. Both Malaysia and Thailand adopt the common basket-peg with different 

      weights 
 In this case, the Malaysian central bank intervenes in the foreign exchange market 

to influence the ringgit-dollar rate. The Thai central bank intervenes in the foreign 
exchange rate market to influence the baht-ringgit rate. The value of the following
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currency basket remains constant4. 

(ul ±u?)eBI R ± (1—vi )eRl$+22)                             (1—ueBl$ = /3 (IB is constant) (15A) 

ul is the basket weight which the Central Bank of Malaysia has control avers. u2 is 
the basket weight which the Central Bank of Thailand has control over. /3 is the constant 

value of the basket. 
 We have equation (1) to (14) and equation (15A). We have 13 independent equations 

since we can omit equation (2) due to the Walras' Law (Accounting Identity). (Equation 

(11) is not the equilibrium equation). Independent equations are (1), (3), (4), (5), (6), 

(7), (8), (9), (10), (12), (13), (14), (15A). We have 13 endogenous variables: v, y*, r. 
                m*,*, eBI R,eRl$, eBls, p, p*. r*. de, 

2.I.B. Malaysia adopts the basket-peg regime and Thailand adopts the floating ex-

      change rate regime6 
 Equations (1) to (14) remain the same as in 2. I .A. Since only Malaysia adopts basket-

peg regime, the equation (15A) will turn into (15B) as follows. 

,ieB/R ± (1 — µ)est R = a'7(15B) 

p. is the basket weight which the Central Bank of Malaysia has control over. a is the 
constant value of the basket. 

 We have 13 independent equations such as (1), (3), (4), (5). (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), 

(12), (13), (14), (I 5B). 13 endogenous variables are y, y*, r, r*, F 1C' FTC, m, hr*, 
eBIR, eR/S, efsls, p, p*. 

2.1.C. Both countries adopt the floating exchange rate regime 

 Equations (1) to (14) remain the same as in 2.1.A., the equation (15) is irrelevant in 
this case because there is no basket.

4 We have received comments concerning this basket equation, mentioning that we should have two in-
dependent basket equations for two countries. If we assume that two countries have independent basket 
equations, using the equation (13), the three exchange rates will be determined in three equations. There-
fore, the model will be dichotomized. In order to avoid the model being dichotomized, we assume that two 
countries intervene into foreign exchange rate market to maintain this single basket equation. 

5 The weights in equation (15A). add up to I without any constraints on wt or u,. If the optimal value 
of weights turn out to be both 0 (vt = u2 = 0). then equation (15) turns into a two-exchange rate basket 
( eeR'$ + .1,e8/5  = 13). In a similar manner, when the optimal value of weights are both 1 (vi =1)-) = 1). 
then equation (15) turns into a single exchange rate basket, or fixing the baht-ringgit rate (,t—,eB/R = ~) 

6 When one country (in this case, Malaysia) adopts the basket-peg, the partner country (in this case, 
Thailand) can not adopt fixed exchange rates. This is because the basket equation (15) and the exchange rate 
triangle equation (14) can not be maintained at the same time in such a case. If the baht-dollar rate is fixed, the 
equation (14) dictates that if the baht depreciate against the ringgit, then the ringgit must appreciate against 
the US dollar. At the same time, if the baht-dollar rate is fixed, the equation (15) dictates that when the baht 
depreciates against the ringgit, the dollar must appreciate against the ringgit. 

7 The weights in equation (15B) add up to I without any constraints on it.
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 We have 12 independent equations such as (1), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7). (8), (9), (10), 

(12), (13), (14). 12 endogenous variables are y, y*, r, r*, bmc, bTC, eBIR eR/$, eB1$, 
FTC. p, p*. 
2.I.D. Malaysia adopts the dollar-peg regime and Thailand adopts the floating ex-

      change rate regime 
 Equations (1), (2), (4) and (7) to (14) remain the same as in 2.1.A. We assume that 

when the Malaysian government fixes the ringgit against the US dollar. US dollar-

denominated bonds and ringgit-denominated bonds become perfect substitutes. There-
fore, equation (3), (5) and (6) can be combined to form equation (3D). 

hg+eR/S +FM+ eB/$+4=4.0.w.4=4.0.w.+bMC + 01 r —133(IR.O.W.+eeR/S—eRl$) 
                     + ls4Y + r5w + li4eR/$ + et?!$ +Fie ijI r 

                          + n3 (1 R.O.Ii'. +eeR/$—eR/S)+il4AeRl$ +15y. 

+ ll6w + et +FTC rlr 

+ r13(IR.o.IV. +eeB/$ — eB/S) o4eBl$ 
+ ti; y* + 4,w*(3D)

 The interest rate parity condition holds between the ringgit-denominated bonds and 

US dollar-denominated bonds. 

                 r = IR.O.W. + eeR/$ eRI S(5D) 

 We have 11 independent equations such as (1). (3D). (4), (5D), (7), (8), (9), (10). 

(12), (13), (14). 11 endogenous variables are y, y*. r, r*, Ftc, m, bTC, eB/R, eB/S. p, 
p*. 

2.2. Perfect capital substitution between Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds 
 Under perfect capital substitution between Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds, we con-

sider five cases; 

  (A) Both Malaysia and Thailand adopt the common basket-peg with different 
weights, 

  (B) Malaysia adopts the basket-peg regime and Thailand adopts the floating ex-
      change rate regime. 

  (C) Both Malaysia and Thailand adopt the floating exchange rate regime, 

  (D) Malaysia adopts the dollar-peg regime and Thailand adopts the floating ex-
      change rate regime 

  (E) Both Malaysia and Thailand adopt the dollar-peg regime$

  8 Only under perfect capital substitution between Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds
, it is possible that both 

countries adopt the dollar-peg. Under imperfect capital substitution between the two bonds, it is impossible 

that both countries the adopt dollar-peg. As explained below when we discuss case (E).
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The five cases are summarized in Table  1 above. 

 2.2.A. Both Malaysia and Thailand adopt the common basket-peg will! different 
      weights 

 Equations (1) to (2) and (5) to (15A) remain the same as in the imperfect capital 
substation. In the case of perfect substitution, Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds can 
be considered as common bonds. We assume that the Malaysian government and Thai 
government issue the common bonds. Therefore. equations (3) and (4) are combined to 
form one equation as follows. 

  bg+eB/R+b9* =hR.O.W.9eB/R+b*R.O.IV.bMC+bra+/3Ir 

+ ~j r* - P3(1. K.0 + eeR/$ - eR/$) 

           eel?***                -/3(*IR .O.W. + e- e") +/34)'+/3:y+04W+fswX 

              + 137.6e" + 137 AeBl $ 
                                           (3A) 

 The interest rate parity condition holds between the Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds. 

               r* = r + eeB/R - eBIR(4A) 

 We have 13 independent equations such as (1), (3A), (4A). (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), 
(12), (13), (14), (15A). 13 endogenous variables are y, y*, r, r*, Ft c, F7S.c, 111, m*, 
eBIR, eRIS elsl$, p, p*. 

2.2.B. Malaysia adopts the basket-peg regime and Thailand adopts the floating ex-
      change rate regime 

 Equations (1) to (14) remain the same as in 2.2.A. Since only Malaysia adopts basket-

peg regime, the equation (15A) will turn into (I5B) as follows. 

EieBIR -}- (1 - p)eSIR = a(15B) 

p, is the basket weight which the Central Bank of Malaysia has control over. a is the 
constant value of the basket. 

 We have independent equations such as (1). (3A), (4A), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), 

(12), (13). (14). and (15B). 13 endogenous variables are y, y*, r, r*, F te . FTc, m, " 2*, 
eBIR, eRI$.elsl$, p, p*. 

2.2.C. Both Malaysia and Thailand adopt the floating exchange rate regime 
 Equations (1) to (14) remain the same as in 2.2.C. The equation (15) is irrelevant in 

this case because there is no basket. 
 We have 12 independent equations such as (1), (3A), (4A), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), 

(12), (13), and, (14). 12 endogenous variables are y, y*, r, r*,b,~~c,bra,eBIR, eRIS, 
elsl$F$n
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2.2.D. Malaysia adopts the dollar-peg regime and Thailand adopts the floating ex-
      change rate regime 

 In the case of the dollar-peg regime (Malaysia fixed against US dollar) and per-

fect capital substitution, ringgit-denominated bonds, baht-denominated bonds and US 
dollar-denominated are all perfect substitutes. Therefore. equation (3), (4), (5). and (6) 

are combined to form one single equilibrium equation such as (3D). 

by + b9 + eR/$ + Fu + eB/$ + FT =  9 .o.ti'. +oMC + $Ir 
— $3(IR.O.W. + eeR/$ — e") + $4y 

                             + l6SW + tjiAeR/S + b*gR.0.6ti + bTC 

183 (IR.O.W. + eeB/S — eB/S) 

+ r8 y* + /3 w* + 137 deB/S + eR/$ + Fl4c. 
                                 — 11 i r + 113 (IR.O.W. + eeR/$ — eRIS) 

+ll4AeR/S+llsy+ll6w+eB/S+F'7$C 
                               — 11 j r* + 113 (IR.o.w. + eet,`/$ — eBI $) 

+ rlDeBI$ + 74y* + 4w* (3D)

 The interest rate parity condition holds between the ringgit-denominated bonds and 
the baht-denominated bonds. 

                r* = r + eeB/R — eBI R(4A) 

 The interest rate parity condition holds between the ringgit-denominated bonds and 
US dollar-denominated bonds. 

                 r = IR.O.W. + eeR/S — eR/$(5D) 

 The interest rate parity condition holds between the baht-denominated bonds and US 

dollar-denominated bonds. 

r* = IR.O.W. + ee" — eBI S(6D) 

 Only two out of three interest parity conditions (4A), (5D), and (6D) are independent 

since the exchange rate triangle equation (14) is maintained at the same time. 

 We have 11 independent equations such as (1), (3D), (4A). (5D), (7), (8), (9), (10), 

(12), (13). (14). 11 endogenous variables are y, y*, r, r*, F ,c, in, bTc, eB/R, eB/$. p, 
p*• 

2.2.E. Both Malaysia and Thailand adopt the dollar-peg regimeg

9 Assume that both countries adopt dollar -peg under imperfect capital substitution between Malaysian 

bonds and Thai bonds. We assumed that there are no risk premia and the dollar-peg means perfect substitution 

with dollar denominated bonds. If both countries adopt dollar-peg, on the one hand, the Malaysian bonds and 

U.S. bonds are perfect substitute, but on the other hand, Thai bonds and U.S. bonds are perfect substitute. 
Therefore, due to the equation (14), the Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds are perfect substitutes .
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 Equations (1), (2) and (7) to (14) remain the same. As in 2.2.B. in the perfect capital 

substitution between Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds, we have equation (3C), (5A) 
and (6A) instead of equation (3), (4), (5), and (6) since the all Malaysian bonds, Thai 

bonds and U.S bonds are perfect substitutes. 
 We have  11 independent equations such as (1), (3D), (4A), (5D), (7), (8), (9), (10), 

(12). (13), (14). 11 endogenous variables are _y. y*, r, r*. FNtc• FTc, m, m*, e8ls, p 
p*.

3.

3.1. Reduced forms when Malaysian and Thai bonds are imperfect substitutes 
 We derive the reduced forms for the four cases summarized in Table 1. 

3.1.A. Malaysia and Thailand individually adopt basket-peg regimes 
 By substituting equation (14) in (15A). we obtain, 

(eB/R — ,B/R) = (vi +l-'2 — 2) (eRI S — eRIS) (1 + 
vi 

 Equation (16) shows that, if ti is kept constant. the baht-ringgit rate has a 

one relationship with the ringgit-dollar rate. In other words. the baht-ringgit 
be expressed by the ringgit-doll r rate. This equation shows that the baths-rini

(16)

 Equation (16) shows that, if ti is kept constant. the baht-ringgit rate has a one-to-
                                                            ate can 

be expressed by the ringgit-doll r rate. This equation shows that the ?glt and 
ringgit-dollar rates always change in opposite directions if /1 is kept constant. The baht-
ringgit rate is endogenous, but determined by solely by what happened to the ringgit-
dollar rate. 

 The central bank of Malaysia and the central bank of Thailand must intervene in the 
foreign exchange market to move the baht-dollar and ringgit-dollar rates in just such a 
way that ,13 remains constant. Clearly. adopting a basket-peg does not free the central 
bank from the burden of intervention. Both the stock of foreign reserves of Malaysia 
and the stock of foreign reserves of Thailand are endogenous variables. 

 Independent equations are (1), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), (12). (13), (14), 

(15). We have 13 endogenous variables: y, y*, r, r*, FMl~c, FTC, m, m*, eB/R, eR/s 
e", p, p*. In this case, eB/R is determined by the equation (15) and eR/$ is determined 

by equation (14). The reduced form is

Yv Yv,, Yr 0 lYeR/R(vi +v2 —2)+YeR/$(I — vi)} 0 0 Yp 

Y;*,, 0 YY { YYR/R (vi + v2 — 2) + eR/$ (1 + vi ) } 0 0 Y~" 
By 0 Br 0{BeR;s(I +vi)}0 0 0 

0 By, 0 B** {Ben/R(vi ± 2-2)+B*R/$(I +vi)} 0 0 0 
Fy 0 Fr 0{F R/S(I +vi))1 0 0 
0 F*, 0 F7, {F 11 (vi +tp) —2)+ eR,$(I +vi)} 0 I 0 

MI, 0 Mr 0{MeR/$(1 + vi))0 0 1 
1 0 Sr 0 (Se'/R(vi + v2 — 2) + SeR/$(I + vi)) 0 0 Sp 
0 1 0~.{S*r,/R (vi + v2 — 2) + Se*R/$ (1+vi)} 0 0 S7,

Yp* 

Y,.

0 

0 

0 

0 

0

S*

  (y — ') 
(y* —1'*) 
(r — i) 

  (r* —1-*) 

(eR/S — 
(FMC —FMC)

S(F
TC-F$TC) 
(1)— P) 

(P*—P*)
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 0 

e*   eB/R 

 0 
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 0 

 0 

Be, RA 

B
er R/5 

FeR/S 

eeR/S 
Me •R/$ 

 0 

 0

0 0 0 0 Y•eB/R YAeR/$ 0 0 

0 0 0 0 11
,8*eB/R YiieR/y_ 0 0 

 0 —1 0 0 BAells —1 0 

0 1 0 —1 BA*eB/R BdeR/$ 0 —1 
0 0 0 0 0 FAeR/S 0 0 

0 0 0 0 FA*
eB/8 FA*eR/;s 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 S .deR/$ SaeR/S 0 0 

0 0 0 0 S*S*Sd eR/$0 0

37

(9-9) 
(9* — g*) 

(eeB/R _ eeB/R 
(eeR/$ — eeR/S) 

(bg — ijg ) 
(b9 — b9 ) 

(4.O.W._19R.O.W.) 
J q*R.O.W.—b*R.O.W. ) 99 

(AeB/R — deBIR) 

(De" — AeBIR) 

(hMC — bMC) 

   (bTC — hTC)

                                             (17) 

3.1.B. Malaysia adopts the basket-peg and Thailand adopts the floating exchange rate 

regime 
 We have 13 independent equations such as (1), (3), (4). (5), (6), (7), (8). (9), (10), 

(12), (13). (14), (15B). 13 endogenous variables are y, y*, r. r*, FN FTC, in, m*, 
eBI R, eRIS, e81 . pr p*-

 In this case. eB/Ris determined by the equation (15B) and eR/S is determined by 
equation (14). The reduced form is

Yv yr' 

Y. Y;„ 
By 0 

0 Bl* 

Fy 0 

0 F} 
My 0 

1 0 

0 1

Yr 

0 

Br 

0 

Fr 

0 

Mr 

Sr 

0

0 

Y_* 

0 B*  r* 

0 

Fr 

0 0 

Sr;

{YeB/R (vi — 1) ± YeR($ vi) 0 0 Yp 
{Y B/R(u1 — 1) + YR/suI } 0 0 Yp* 

{BeR/SUI }0 0 0 
(B* (vi— 1) + B*ul)0 0 0 el3/R

(F el? /SVI }1 0 0 
IF*/R(vi— 1)-}eR,$vi 1 0 1 0 

{ll4eR/$01 }0 0 1 
(SeB/R(VI — 1 -1- SeR;SVI} 0 0 Sp 
{Set/R(v — 1 + 5eR/$vil 0 0 Sf,

Yp* 

11* 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Sp-

  (y   — y) 

 (y* — .5*) 

(r — r) 

  (r* — i'*) 

(eR/S — e-R/S) 
(FMS— FMC) 

 $$ (F
TC—FTC) 
(p — P) 

 (p* — p*)
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1  0 0 

0 1 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 B:B/R 
0 0 0 

0 0 e8/R 
0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0

 0 0 0 0 

 0 0 0 0 

Beef?/s 1 0 —1 

BeeR/$ 0 1 0 

Fe,,R/,$ 0 0 0 

FeeR/$00 0 
Met R/$ 0 0 0 

 0 0 0 0 

 0 0 0 0

0 Y4eB/R 

0 Ydew 
0 0 

—1 BAeR/s 
0 0 

0 FveB/R 
0 0 

0 S,eB/R 

0 SAeB/R

YLie/0 0 

YveR/so 
BaeR/$ — I 

Bae R/so 
FaeR;s 0 

FA*
eR/$0 
 0 0 

SQeR/S 0 

S4eR/so

     (g  — g) 
     (g*  .4*) 

(eeB/R — eefs/R ) 
(eeRl$ — eeR/$) 

(bg — hg) 
   (bg — bg ) 

(4.0 .W. _ 
  g (h*R.O.W. — b*R.O.W. ) g 

(deB/R - DeBI R ) 

(DeRI$ — deRIS) 

(bmc — bmc)

(18)

3.I.C. Both Malaysia and Thailand adopt the floating exchange rate regime 
 We have 12 independent equations such as (1), (3), (4), (5). (6), (7). (8). (9), (10), 

(12). (13), (14). 12 endogenous variables are y, y*, r. r*. h,ate, bTC, eBIR, eRi$, 
eB/S, Ffa, p, p*. In this case, m and m* are both exogenous variable since both 

countries have monetary policy autonomy. eB/ R is determined residually by equation 

(14). Equation (12) puts some constraints on pic, so that it is endogenous variablelo 
The reduced forms are as follows.

Yy 

Y* Y 

By 

0 

Fy 

0 

My 

—1 

0 

0 

0

Yy* 

Y*„ 

0 

B~,x 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0

Yr 

0 

Br 

0 

Fr 

0 

Mr 

Sr 

0 

0 

0

0 

Y*  r* 

0 
* 

0 

F*  r* 

0 

0 

s;?* 

0 0

YeB/R 

Y
eB/R 

 0 

 * B
eB/R 

 0 

e8/R 

 0 SeBIR 

S
eB/ R 

 0 

1

YeR/S 
  * Y
eR/$ 

BeR/$ 

B
e*" 
    FeR/S 

e*   R/S 

Me R/S 

SeR tS 
  * S

eR/S 
1 

1

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

1 0 0 

0 0 1 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

1 0 0 

0 1 1

lip 

Y* p 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

Sp 

S* p 

0

Yp* 

Y*

 0 

0 

0 

0 

Sp* 

S** 

0 

1

  (y — Y) 

(y* — ~'*) 

  (r —1) 

  (r* — Fa') 

(eB/R —eBIR) 

(eR/S — eR/$1 = 

(fi,ita — bMC) 

(4-c. 
(bTC — bTC) 

  (p — p) 

(p* — p*)

10 Since this is two-country model, one of the two central banks has to intervene into the foreign exchange 

rate market to maintain equation (14).
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eR/$ 0 0 0 

0 1 0— I BAel/R BA* 
eR/$ 0 0 0 

00 0 0 0 FaeR/s —I 00 

0 0 0 0 Ffl/R FaeR/S 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

0 0 0 0 SdE,B/R SaeR/s 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 SaeR/R SA* do 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 00 —I 1 0 

0 0 0 0 00 0 0 1

(g — 9) 

    (g* g*) 

(eeB/R — eeB/R) 

(e`'RIS — eeR/S) 

    (by — by) 

(hg — h*g) 
01;.0_bR.O.^{~.) 

  g (h*9R.O.W. — h*9R.O.W. ) 

(AeBiR — aeB/R) 

(deR/$ — deR/S) 
  $$   ( F

MC- FMC) 
     (in — m) 

(m* — fit*) 

(19)

3.1.D. Malaysia adopts the dollar-peg and Thailand adopts the floating exchange rate 
      regime 

 We have 11 independent equations such as (1), (3D), (4), (5D), (7), (8), (9). (10), 

(12). (13), (14). 11 endogenous variables are y, y*, r, r*, FSy~. in. hTO, eBIR, eBIS p. 

p*. 
 In this case, e8ls is determined residually by equation (14) and r is determined resid-

ually by equation (5A). The reduced forms are follows;

Y`, 

Yy 

By 

0 

M,, 

—1 

0 

0 

0

Y*, 

B%,. 

0 

0 

—I 

0 

0

0 

 * 
Y. 
Br* 

 * B
r. 

0 

0 

S~.* 

0 

0

YeB/R 0 0 

Y
e*B/R 0 0 

BeR/R 0 1 

Bel/R 1 0 

0 0 0 

SeB/R 0 0 

Se//R 0 0 
 0 0 1 

 1 1 0

0 

0 

0 

0 

-1 

0 

0 

-1 

0

Yt, 

p* 

0 

0 

Sp 

S* p 

0

Yp, 

Y/~ 

0 

0 

0 

Sp* 

p* 
0 

1

(y—ti) 

(y* — )'*) 

  (r* — i.*) 

(eB1 R — eB/ R ) 

(bTC — bTC) 

(FS—F$)  ,lgCMC 

(m -hi) 

(p-ls) 

(p* — P*)
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0 0 0 
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00 0 
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O YAeB/ R YdeR/$ YeR/S 0 0 

0 Y*aeN/RdeRl$Y*l$0 0 
0 BaeB/R BdeR/$ BeR%S —1 0 

—1 BQeB/R B.:]eR/S BeR/$ 0 0 
0 0 0 MeR;s 0 0 

0 SAeR/R SAeR/$ SeRIS 0 0 

O SdeBfRSveR/$SeR/So 0 
0 0 0 0 —1 0 

0 0 0 0 0 1

 (g — g) 

    (g* 9*) 

(eeB/R — ee8/R) 

(eeR/S _ eeR/$) 

(bg — bg) 

(bg — 1;;) 
            b~R.O.W.) 

(b*9R.O.W. — b*R.O.W.) 

 (AeBIR Bl R ) 

(AeR/S — AeRIS) 

(eR/$ — eR/S) 

   (FS— jTC) 

(m* — I'YI *) 

— 

           (20)

3.2. Reduced Forms when Malaysian and Thai bonds are perfect substitutes 
 We derive the reduced forms for the five cases summarized in Table 1. 

3.2.A. Both Malaysia and Thailand individually adopt basket-peg regimes 
 We have 13 independent equations such as (1), (3A), (4A), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), 

(12), (13), (14), (15). 13 endogenous variables are y, y*, r, r*, F,11C, F7 ~, m, m*, eB/R 
eR/S, ell$, p, P. 

 In this case, eBl Ris determined by the equation (I 5) and eRIS is determined by equa-
tion (14). In addition to these, r* is determined residually by equation (4A). The reduced 
forms are follows:

 Yy Y.; Yr 
)/Y~*Yr 
By B Br 
Fy 0 Fr 
0 F*. FT 

M 0 Mr 

—1 0 Sr 

0 —1 S,_

(Yes/R(vi +v2 —2)+ YeR/$(1 + vi)} 
{Yes/R(vi +v2-2)+YYR/$(l +vi)) 
(Bes/R(vI +v2 — 2) + Belo (1 +vi)) 

(Fe//s(1 + vi )} 
( eB/R(vi + 1.)2 — 2) + F R;$(1 + vi )1 

{MeR/$(1 + vi)} 

{Sew (vi + v2 — 2) + SeR/$(1 + vi)} 

(Ses;R(vi + v2 — 2) + SeR/$(1 + vi))

00 Y/, 

0 0 Yr, 

0 0 0 

10 0 

0 1 0 

0 0 1 

0 0 Sp 

0 0 S~,

Yp* 

Y** 

0 

0 

0 

0 

Sp= 

Spx

 (y—i') 

(y* — 5'*) 

(r — 

(eR1$ — eRI$) 
$$ (F
MC—FMC) 

(F$$   TC — FTC) 

(P — P) 

(P*—P*)

I
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                                             (21) 

3.2.B. Malaysia adopts the basket-peg regime and Thailand adopts the floating ex-

      change rate regime 
 We have independent equations such as (1), (3A), (4A), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), 

(12), (13). (14), and(15B). 13 endogenous variables are y, y*, r, r*. Fhic,Fm,m*, 
eBIR, eR/$, eB/$, p,p*. 

 In this case, eB/$ is determined residually by equation (14). eBIR is determined 
residually by equation (15A). r* is determined residually by equation (4A).
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3.2.C. Both Malaysia and Thailand adopt the floating exchange rate regime 
 We have 12 independent equations such as (1), (3A). (4A), (5), (6), (7), (8), (9), (10), 

(12), (13), and. (14). 12 endogenous variables are y, y*, r. r*, bMc, bTC. eBIR, eRIS, 
eBl FFc, p, p*. 

  In this case, in and m* are both exogenous variable since both countries have mon-

etary policy autonomy. eB/R is determined residually by equation (14) and r* is also 

determined residually by equation (4A). Equation (12) puts some constraints on FTc, 
so that it is endogenous variable I I . The reduced forms are as follows.
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I I Since this is two-country model , one of the two central banks has to intervene into the foreign exchange 

rate market to maintain equation (14).
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3.2.D. Malaysia adopts the dollar-peg regime and Thailand adopts the floating ex-

      change rate regime 
 We have 11 independent equations such as (1). (3D). (4A), (5D), (7), (8), (9), (10), 

(12). (13). (14). 11 endogenous variables are y, y*, r, r*, Ftitc, m. hTC, e"IR. eB/S p, 
p*. 

In this case. r is determined residually by equation (5A)12. et3/$ is determined resid-

ually by equation (14). The reduced forms are follows;

Yy Yti•= 0 

Y Yti* Yr 
By Bo Br" 

0 0 I 

My, 0 0 

-I 0 0 

0 -1 S;!,, 

0 0 0 

0 0 0

YeB/R 0 0 

Y e/R 0 0 

Be8/R 1 1 

1 0 0 

0 0 1 

Se 0 0 

S
ee/R 0 0 

 0 0 1  

1 1 0

0 Yp Ye= 

0 Yp= Yp= 
0 0 0 

0 0 0 

0 1 0 

0 Sp Sp* 

0 sp s;. 
-1 1 0 

0 0 1

(y — 3 ) 

(y* — '*) 

(1.* — F*) 

(eB/R — eB/R) 

(bTC — bTC) 
$$ ( F
M C—FMC) 

('n — th) 

  (p — p) 

(p*—p*)

12 Since Malaysia adopts dollar -pege`R/S=eR/$ therefore, according to the equation (5A), r = r R.O.W.
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1  0 

01 

00 

00 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

00 

00

 0 

 0 

BerB/ R

0 

0 

0 

0 

0

 0 

 0 

BeeR/$ 

 0 

Me. R/$ 

 0 

 0 

 0 

 0

0 0 00 Y.6e8/R 

0 0 00 Y~eB/R 
1 1 —1 —1 BQeB;R 

00 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 SAeB/R 

0 0 0 0 SaeB/R 
00 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0

YQeR/$ YeR/$ 0 0 

Ya*
eR/$ YeR/$ 0 0 

'QeR/$ BeR/$ —I 0 

 0 0 0 0 

 0 MeR/$ 0 0 

SQeR;S SeR;$ 0 0 

s*A
eRfS seR/S 0 0 

 0 —1 —1 0 

 0 —1 0 1

(9 — 9) 
    (g* 9M) 

(eeB/R — eeB/R) 
  (eeR/$ _ eeR/$) 

(hg — 13g) 
(b9 —1);) 

(bR.o.tt~. —jR.o.W. ) 9 9 
— h*R.O.W. ) 

oeB/R Aefs/R) 

(L eR/$ — Lc) 

(eR/$ — eR/S) 

  (FTC — F$C) 
(m* — th*)

                                            (24) 

3.2.E. Both Malaysia and Thailand adopt the dollar-peg regime 
 We have 11 independent equations such as (1), (3D), (4A), (5D), (7), (8). (9). (10), 

(12), (13), (14). 11 endogenous variables are y, y*, r, r*, Ftc, FTc, m, m*, eB/$, p, 

 r and r* are determined residually by equation (5A), and (6A)13. In addition, etsIR is 

determined residually by equation (14)14. Reduced forms are follows:

 Y 

YV 

By 

My 

—1 

0 

0 

0

Yy.= 

Yx 

0 

0 

—1 

0 

0

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

1 1 0 

0 0 —1 

0 0 0 

0 0 0 

1 0 —1 

0 1 0

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

—1

YpYp~ 

Y* Y* P p 

0 0 

1 0 

Sp Sp* 

SpSp* 
1 0 

0 1

(y-s') 

(y* — v*) 
 S   (F,uC— F,MS        MC) 

 $S (~
TCFTC) 
  (in — Al) 

(,n* — th*) 

(P — P) 

(I)* — P*)

 13 Since Malaysia adopts dollar-peg eeR/S = eR/$ therefore , according to the equation (5A), r = 

IR•p.w.. Similarly, Thailand adopts dollar-peg e`B/S = eBls, therefore. according to the equation (6A). 

r* 
 14 Since

, ringgit-dollar and baht-dollar rate are fixed, baht-ringgit rate will also fixed due to the equation 

(14).
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01 
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00 

0 0

 0 

 0 

BeeB/ R

0 

0 

0 

0 

0

 0 

 0 

BeeR/$ 

MeeR/$ 

 0 

 0 

 0 

0

0 0 0 0 YAeB/R Y,JeR/S YeR/$ 

0 0 0 0 Yd
e' 15 YdeR/$ 0 

1 I -I -1 BQeB/R BAeR/S B(R/$ 

0 0 0 0 0 0 MeR/S 

0 0 0 0 SaeB/R SAeR/S SeR/S 

0 0 0 0 S*aew/R S IeRiS 0 
0 0 0 00 0 —1 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0

 0 

en/S 

BeR/S 

0 

0 

S* 
eR/S 
0 

-1

(g — 9) 

(g* — g*) 

(eeBIR — eeB/ R) 

  (eeR/$ — e-eR/S) 

    (bg — bg) 

     (b*9—b*  9) 

— .99 
(b*9R.O.W. — h*R.O.W.)g 

(deB/R — AeBIR) 

(deR/$ — aeRIS) 

(eRI$ eRI $) 

(eBI$ — eBI$) _ 

          (25)

4. EXOGENOUS SHOCKS, CAPITAL SUBSTITUTABILITY AND 

             EXCHANGE RATE REGIMES

 The exogenous shock we consider is a change in foreign holdings of ringgit-

denom i hated bonds:(b9°w—bR.j.In this section• we explain how the of 
feats of this exogenous change differ according to the substitutability between ringgit-
denominated bonds and baht-denominated bonds, and the choice of exchange rate 

regime. 

4.1. Irnpeifect capital substitution between Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds 

 We will compare the effect of an exogenous increase of Malaysian bonds held by the 
R.O.W. residents under each exchange rate regime. 

 The amount of Malaysian bonds held by R.O.W. residents change from b°•I;'• to 

b9.If the country does not have a dollar-peg regime, the change of Malaysian 
bonds holding by the R.O.W. residents will change the ringgit-dollar and the baht-
ringgit rates. The ringgit-dollar and baht-ringgit fluctuations imply increased exchange 
risk, which is damaging to the country welfare. If the country does have a dollar-peg 
regime, and the ringgit-dollar rate change (due to the change of Malaysian bonds hold-
ings by the R.O.W. residents) is in the direction of a strong dollar, authorities must sell 
dollars and buy ringgits to maintain the fixed parity. The resulting loss in foreign ex-
change reserves can lead to higher expectation of devaluation. This also means higher 
exchange risk. Therefore, in general the effect of the original change of Malaysian 
bonds holdings by the R.O.W. residents on country welfare can be divided into four 

parts, some of which are on present under some exchange rate regimes: 
Q direct effect of the original change in Malaysian bond holdings by the R.O.W. 

    residents (expression © in each subsection of Appendix ) 

® indirect effect of the increased ringgit-baht exchange rate risk due to the induced 
    change in the Malaysian bonds holdings by the R.O.W. residents on all eight
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     markets (goods, domestic bonds, dollar-denominated assets and the money for 
    each country) (expression  ® in each subsection of Appendix) 

® indirect effect of the increased ringgit-dollar rate risk due to the induced change 
    in the Malaysian bonds holdings by the R.O.W. residents on all eight markets 

    (goods. domestic bonds, dollar-denominated assets and the money for each conn-
    try) (expression ® in each subsection of Appendix) 

 ® indirect effect of the increased expectation of devaluation of the ringgit against 
    the dollar, due to loss of foreign exchange reserves (expression ® in each sub-

    section of Appendix, where applicable) 
 We examine the relative superiority of the flexible, the dollar-peg and the basket-peg 

regimes using Malaysia's and Thailand's data below. In this section we indicate which 
of the four effects exists under each of the three regimes, and discuss their relative 
strengths. 
 Under flexible exchange rates (between the dollar and the ringgit), we have the first 

three effects. In contrast, under the dollar-peg regime, the third and the fourth of these 
effects do not exist, if the market believes the fixed rate can be maintained. In such a 
case, the larger the effects of exchange risk, the smaller the GDP fluctuation under the 
dollar-peg than under floating. However if loss of foreign exchange reserves leads the 
market to expect the peg will be abandoned, the fourth effect will be present. And if the 

peg is indeed abandoned, the third effect will also come into play. 
 Under a basket-peg, the ringgit-dollar and the baths-ringgit rates fluctuate. There-

fore, country welfare changes comprise the first three effects. as in the case of flexible 
exchange rates. However, ringgit-dollar rate and the baht-ringgit rates always change in 
opposite directions. Because of this, compared with the dollar-peg, the direct effect on 
the country welfare (for example current account or GDP) is smaller. 

4.2. Perfect substitution between Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds 
 Under the perfect substitution between Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds, in general 

the effect of the original change of Malaysian bonds holdings by the R.O.W. residents 
on country welfare can be divided into four parts, some of which are on present under 
some exchange rate regimes; 

 Qldirect effect of the original change in Malaysian bond holdings by the R.O.W. 
     residents 

® indirect effect of the increased ringgit-baht exchange rate risk due to the induced 
    change in the Malaysian bonds holdings by the R.O.W. residents on all eight 

     markets (goods, domestic bonds, dollar-denominated assets and the money for 
     each country) 

® indirect effect of the increased ringgit-dollar rate risk due to the induced change 
    in the Malaysian bonds holdings by the R.O.W. residents on all eight markets 

     (goods, domestic bonds, dollar-denominated assets and the money for each conn-
    try) 

® indirect effect of the increased expectation of devaluation of the ringgit against 
     the dollar, due to loss of foreign exchange reserves
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 IS direct effect of the original change in Thai bond  holdings by the R.O.W. rest-
    dents 1 s 

 Under flexible exchange rates (between the dollar and the ringgit), we have the ef-
fects: 1, 2. 3, and 5. In contrast, under the dollar-peg regime, we have 1, 2, 4, and 5. 
Under a basket-peg, the ringgit-dollar and the baths-ringgit rates fluctuate. Therefore, 
country welfare changes comprise the effects 1, 2, 3, and 5, as in the case of flexible 

exchange rates.

J. THE DIFFERENT POLICY OBJECTIVES AND LOSS FUNCTIONS 

  Policy authorities in both countries have policy objectives reflected in the loss func-
tions they are minimizing. This section lays out the different policy objectives and the 
corresponding loss functions. We also consider some cases in which the two authorities 

jointly minimize a common loss function. 

5.1. GDP stability as policy objectives 
  In this case, we assume that the Malaysian authority wants to minimize the fluctuation 

of the GDP of Malaysia. The loss function can be defined as follows. 

L 1 = (y — 5;)2(26) 

 On the other hand, we assume that the Thai authority wants to minimize the fluctua-
tion of the Thai GDP. The loss function will be defined as follows. 

Li = (?,* — r)2(27)

5.2. Current account stability as policy objectives 
 In this case, we assume that the Malaysian authority wants to minimize the fluctuation 

of the GDP of Malaysia. 

 On the other hand, we assume that the Thailand authority wants to minimize the 
fluctuation of the current account of Thailand. The loss function can be defined as 
follows. 

L; = (ca* — ca *)2(29)

5.3. Exchange rate stability as policy objectives 

 We assume that the policy goal for Malaysia is to stabilize the ringgit-dollar rate. The 
loss function will be defined as follows: 

                L3 = (eR/$ — eRl $)2(30) 

 On the other hand, we assume that the policy goal for Thailand is to stabilize the 
baht-dollar rate. The loss function will be defined as follows: 

L3 = (eBI S — eB1$)2(31)

 15 Since Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds are perfect substitutes
, there is also direct shock of original 

change in Thai bond holdings by the R.O.W. residents.
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5.4. Price level stability as policy objectives 
 We assume that the policy goal of Malaysia is to stabilize price level. The objective 

function for Malaysian authority is 
 L4=(p—p)2(32) 

 On the other hand, we assume that the policy goal of Thailand is to stabilize price 
level. The objective function of Thai authority is 

L: = (p* — p*)2 (33) 

5.5. GDP and Price level stability as policy objectives 
 We assume that the policy goal of Malaysia is to stabilize price level and GDP. The 

objective function of Malaysian authority will be defined as follows: 

L; .= — )2 + w. (p — P)2((34) 

 On the other hand. we assume that the policy goal of Thailand is to stabilize GDP 
and price level. The objective function of Thai authority is 

LS = ((y* — 5.*)22 + rsi (p* — h*)2}(35) 

5.6. Joint Minimization: GDP stability as policy objective 
  In this case, we assume that Malaysia and Thailand agree to minimize the common 

loss function as follows: 

           L6 = (a (y — 1')2 + (1 —a)(y* — *)2} (0 < a < 1) (36) 

5.7. Joint Minimization: Current account stability as policy objective 
  In this case, we assume that Malaysia and Thailand agree to minimize the common 

loss function of the current account. 

         L7 = (a(ca — ca)2 + (l — a)(ca* — (a*)2j (0 < a < 1) (37)

             6. US[NG BASKET WEIGHTS AS POLICY TOOLS 

 Before we conduct empirical analyses to compare the welfare effects of different 
exchange rate regimes, we consider the possibility of using basket weights as policy 

tools. Yoshi no, Kaji, and Suzuki (2002, 2004) have pointed out that using the trade 
weights as basket weights was not always optimal, and calculated the optimal levels of 

weights using a small country model. Here we derive the optimal weights in a two-
country setting. 

6. I. Imperfect capital substitution between Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds 
 We analyze two cases, one in which both Malaysia and Thailand individually adopt 

a basket-peg regime, and another in which only Malaysia adopts a basket-peg regime. 
Thailand adopts a floating exchange rate regime in the latter case. All of the different 

policy objectives will be considered.
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6.1.A. Both Malaysia and Thailand individually adopt basket-peg regimes 
6. LAM. GDP stability as policy objectives 

  Until now, we have treated the weights in the basket as unknown and fixed. But the 

weights on the basket (vi . u2) can be considered an additional policy tool, while mone-
tary policy is busy intervening to maintain the value of the basket. They are exogenous 
variables that can be chosen by the policy authorities, to minimize the loss arising from 

given shocks to the economy. With this in mind, we calculate the optimal value of one 
of the weights. 

 First, we think about the case when the Malaysian authority wants to stabilize the 
GDP of Malaysia. The loss function is as follows. 

Ll = (y — )(26) 

The policy tool of Malaysia is U. 

Ll = (y - 

                                                                                               2 _ AIUI(bg.O.~ti'. — 1-9".".)+Bl(b.O.W. —h~.O.W.)+Clvt(AeB/R—QeB/R) 
+Di (dels/R — deB/R) Et vt (deR/S — AeR/$) + F1 (DeRI$ — QeR/S) 

From the first order condition  , we have 

        Bio .0.63'. _ 14.0.W.) + DI (4eB/R —QeB/R)+FI (deR/$ — deR/$) 
UIR .O.W._R.O.W.B/R_B/R,R/$_R/S        A~(bb

g)-l-C~ (aede? +El (ac_de) 
                                           (38) 

where Bl = fbI (v2), DI = fol(v2),FI=,fit (u2) and (by.o.W._hR.o.W.), (eB/R — 
API R), and (aeR/S — deR/$) show, respectively. the initial change of Malaysian bond 
holding by the K.O.W. residents, the induced increase in baht-ringgit exchange rate risk 
and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

  If the value given in equation (38) is chosen the basket-peg can achieve the goal 
of GDP stabilization. True, there may be occasions in which the right-hand-side of 
equation (38) happens to equal the trade-weight of a given country. But this cannot 
expect to be true in general. It follows that if the policy objective is GDP stability, 
choosing trade-weights as weights on the corresponding exchange rate in the basket 
does not have theoretical support. The obvious problem is the complexity of calculating 
values such as the on given by equation (38). Countries that choose to use trade-weights 
as weights in the basket are doing so out of convenience more than anything else. 

  It is clear from the equation (38) that the optimal value of the basket depends not only 
on the partial derivatives of home country markets, but also on the partial derivatives of 
the foreign country markets. 

  Then we assume that the Thailand authority wants to minimize the fluctuation of the 
Thailand GDP. The loss function can be defined as follow. 

LT = (y* - y*)`(28) 

The policy tool of Thailand is the W.
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LT (y*~,*)2   L 

AT.U,,(b9.o.Vti. — bg.o.W.)+Bi (hy.o.W. — b9.o.W.)+q v2(deB/R — deB/R) 
+DT (deBl R — deB/R)+El v2(AeR/S — deRl$)+Fl (LleR/S AeR/$) 

From the first order condition,`~L'= 0, we have 
a v2 

Bi (bR.o.ll`. — hy.o.W.) + DI (AeB/R — deB/R) + Fl (deR/S —.6eR/$) 
v2=— 

        Al(b~.0.1V. _ b.o.w) + C~ (AeB/R — deB/R) El (deR/S — dRIS) 
                                             (39) 

(Bl = fl 1(vi), Di = .ft1 (vi), Fl = fi (vi)) 
where(bg .O.W. —b .O.W.)(deB/R _de-B/R), and (deR/s—deR/S) show, respectively, 
the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents, the induced in-
crease in bahts-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

 We conclude that the optimal values of the baskets in Malaysia and in Thailand are 
different. 

6.1.A(2). Current Account Stability as policy objectives 
 We assume that Malaysia chooses current account stability as their policy objective. 

In that case, the objective function for the Malaysian authority is 

L2 = (ca — ca)2(28) 

The current account is affected by the change of the domestic bonds holding by the 
R.O.W. residents, as in the case when GDP stability is the policy goal in subsection (la) 
above. The effects that exist are Qt, ®, and © under floating exchange rates, M. a, 
and IT under the dollar-peg andlQ,®, and Q under the basket-peg. 

 The difference with the case of current account stability objective is that here the 
direct effect QIitself a set of five effects, a subset of which exists under the differ-
ent regimes. These five effects are ©-a: direct effect of the change of the domestic 
bonds holding by the R.O.W. residents, Qt-b: indirect effect through effects on domes-
tic (Malaysian) GDP, al -c: indirect effect through effects on the foreign (Thailand) 
GDP, (D-d: indirect effect through effects on the ringgit-dollar rate, and lastly M-e: 
indirect effect through effects on the foreign reserves. 

L2= (ca — cca)2 

A2vi (bg .o.W. — b~.o.W.)+B2(b9.o.1v._b~.o.w')C2vl(.6e — de) 
+D2(de — de) + E2vl(deRIS — deR/$) + F2(deR/$ — deR/$) 

From the first order condition av~ = 0. we have
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         B2(bR.o.w. _ bR.o.w.) + D2(deB/R — AeB/R) + F2(de ?/$/$) 
01 vi = 99  

A2(bR 0.tv — b~R.o.w.) ~. C2(AeB/R —AeB/R) E2(AeR/$ — deR/S) 

                                            (40) 
              (B2 = fb2(v2). D2 = fd2(02), F2 = .ff2(v2)) 

where (bR.o.w._bg.0.),(AeB/R_deB/R), and (deR/S—deR/$) show, respectively, 
the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents, the induced in-
crease in bahts-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

 On the other hand, we assume that the Thailand authority wants to minimize the 
fluctuation of the Thailand current account. 

 The objective function of Thailand can be defined as follows. 

L; = (ca* — Ca*)2(29) 

Their policy tool is v2. 

L~ = (ca* — Ca*)2 

_A";v2_bRR.0.w.)+B?(b9"-w. — biR.o.w•)+C2v,(AeBI R — AeB/R) 
+1); (de" — AeB/R)-I-E2v2(deR/$ — AeRIS)+F. (deR/$ — .AOIS)

From the first order condition ,ar,z"z= 0, we have 

        B,; (bg.0.6~'. — bR.O.w.) + D* (AeB/R — AeB/R) ~- F; (deRt$ — deR/S) 
  v2 = -

       A,;(bg.o.w — PPM') -l- C2(AeB/R — AeB/R) -~ E; (AeR/S — deR/S) 
                                             (41) 

(B2 = lb*2(vi ), D? = fd2(vi ), F'2 = fl2ovl)) 
where (bg-o.n'.—bg.°" "), (AeB/R—AeB/R), and (AeR/$—APR/$) show, respectively, 
the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents, the induced in-
crease in bahts-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

6.1.A(3). Exchange rate stability as policy objectives 
 We assume that the policy goal of Malaysian authority is to stabilize the ringgit-dollar 

rate. The objective function of the Malaysian authority is 

               L3 = (eR/$ — eR/$)2(30) 

Evidently, the beast choice is the regime that fixes the ringgit-dollar rate at a constant 
level. Compared to the dollar peg regime, the basket peg regime is inferior unless the 
weight on the US dollar (1 — vt) is set to 1. This is confinned by solving the first-order 
condition for av~= 0, which gives us 

vi = 0(42) 

 On the other hand, we assume that the policy goal of Thai authority is to stabilize the 

baht-dollar rate. The objective function of Thai authority is
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 L3 = (eB/S — eBIS)2(31) 

Evidently. the best choice is the regime that fixes the bats-dollar rate at a constant level. 

Compared to the dollar peg regime, the basket peg regime is inferior unless the weight 

on the US dollar (I —v2) is set to I. This is confirmed by solving the first-order condition 
aL~ = 0 for vi, which gives us

v~ = 0 

6.1.A(4). Price Level Stability as policy objectives 
 We assume that the policy goal is to stabilize price. The objective function is 

L4 = (p — p)2 

Their policy objective is vi. 

L4=(P—/5)2

(43)

(32)

_ A4ul(bR.O.l4'•— hK.O.li'•) FB4(bg.O.F~'.—b9.O.W)+C4vi(AeB/R—AeB/R)2 
                                                           +D4(AeB/R — AeB/R)+E4ul(AeRIS — AeRI$)+F4(AeR/S — Ac") 

From the first order condition t = 0. we have 
        B4(b(11.o.w. _ hg.o.tt'.) D4(AeB/R — AeB/R) + F4(AeR/$ — AeRI$) 

Vi Kc .W.—RO.W.,B/R—;B/RR/$ —R/$)        A4(h~J•b~~)-{-C4(AcAc.)-l-E4(AeAe) 
                                           (44) 

             (B4 = fb4(U2), D4 = .fd4(v2), F4 = .f14(02)) 

 On the other hand, we assume that the policy goal of Thai authority is to stabilize 

price level. The objective function of the Thai authority is 

L = (p* — p*)22(33) 

Their policy objective is v2. 

L =(p*—fi*)2 

                                                                                         2 

                 bg.O.R'.)-l-B(bg.O.R.—b~.O.t%')+CIv2(AeB/R — AeB/R) 
+D•*t(AeB/R — AeBIR)+E*v2(LleRl$ — AeR/$)+F* (AeRI$ — AeRI$) 

From the first order condition= 0, we have 

_ 17.O.W.) + D (AeB/R — AeB/K) + F (AeR/S — AeR/$) 
 v2 = —R.O.w.*BR_BR*,R$—;R/$        A4(hrh~)+C4(Ac/Aet) -I- E4(Ac/Ac) 

                                                (45) 
(B: = fb4(vt). D: = fd4(vi), F; = j;14(vi )) 

6.1..4(5). GDP and Price level .stability as policy objectives 
 We assume that the policy goal of the Malaysian authority is to stabilize GDP and 

price level. The objective function of the Malaysian authority is
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L5 = {(l' — ,)2 + zv 1(p — 15)2}(33) 

Their policy objective is vi 

L5=1(y-s)2+z71(P—P)21 

    ASUI (bg.O.W._h~.O.iir.)+B5(byR.O.«.—bR.O.W•)+CSvi(deB/R — Aels/R)2 
+D5(deB/R — deB/R)+Esvi (deR/S — deRl$)+F5(deio — deR/$) 

From the first order condition )L~= 0,we have 

        B5(b9.o.W. _ hg.0 W.) + DS(deB/R —deB/R)+F5(deR/$ — deR/S) 
211 R.O.. —R.O.W.B/R—-B/RRsRs        AS(b•Wb y)+Cs(dede)+Es(del~—del) 

                                            (46) 
         (B5 = .lbs(U2, wt), D5 = .fd5(v2, Ut), F5 = f is(v2, zWt)) 

 At the same time, we assume that the policy goal of Thai authority is to stabilize GDP 
and price level. The objective function of the Thai authority is 

L.; = {(v* — 5*)2 + (p — /3* )21(34) 
Their policy objective is v2. 
LS = {(). — y*)2 + zu (P* — n*)2} 

A; v., — hgR.O.W.)+Bs (bRR.O.W. — hR.O.W.)+C*v2(AeB/R — deB/R) 
-~Di! (deBl R — deB/R)-I-E*V2(deRl$ — deRI$)+F* (deR/$ — deR/s) 

From the first order condition, we have 

       BS(by.o.t4-./R.o.W.)+D*(deB/R — deB/R)+F; (deR/$ — A R/S) 
v2*R .O.W.—R.O.W.*BR_;B/R*R/S—-R$        A

S(b~by)+C(deldo)+Es(de~del) 
                                             (47) 

(B5 = lbs(UI.wt),D; =.fd5(vt.zWr),FS =.ff5(vi,w ) 

6. ].A(6). Joint Minimization: GDP stability as policy objective 

L6 = {a(y — 5)2 + (1 — a)(y* — y*)2} (0 < a < 1)(35) 

 In this case, we assume that Malaysia and Thailand are agree to minimize the com-
mon loss function. The policy tool of Malaysia is vi, while the policy tool of Thailand 
is v2. Both countries minimize the common loss function using their own policy tool. 
 From the first order condition av6 = 0, we have 

        B6(b9.D.W. — bq.0.W.) + D6(deB/R — de-B/R) + F6(deR/$ — deR/S) 
 UIR .O.W. —R.O.w.B/R —B/RR/S —R/S       A6(b

gbg)+C6(dede)+E6(dede) 
                                             (48) 

            (B6 = .fb6(v2, a), D6 = fd6(u2, a), F6 = .ff6(U2, a))
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where (b9 •°•u'• — b °•u'• (ac — ac), and (DeR/s — DeR/s) show, respectively, the 
initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents, the induced increase 

in bahts-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

 From the first order condition, -f = 0, we have 
B6(b~.O.w. _ hR.O.W.) + D6(4eB/R — aet/R• + F*(aeR!$ — aeR!$) 

U2 = 
A*bR.o.w. _+hR.o.W.)C(teB/R —dels/R*R/$ —R/$      (96)-~-E(aeae) 6 

                                            (49) 
(B6 = fh6(vi • a), D6 = fd6(1)l, a), F6 = f f6(vi, a)) 

where (hR•O•tt' —by °'w''), (DeB/R—APB!R),and (aeR!$—aeR!$) show, respectively, 
the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents, the induced in-
crease in baht-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

6.1.A(7). Joint Minimization: current account stability as policy objective 

         L6 = (a(ca — c)2 (1 - a)(ca* —ca*)2} (0 < a < 1) (36) 

 In this case, we assume that Malaysia and Thailand are agree to minimize the com-

mon loss function of the current account. The policy tool of Malaysia is vi . while the 

policy tool of Thailand is v2. Both countries minimize the common loss function using 
their own policy tool. 

 From the first order condition = 0, we have                                         uvi 

B7(bgR.O.W. D7(tieBIR —dels!R) +F7(deR/$ — dell/$) 
vi A

7(b9.0.W. — b9.O.w.)+C7(tieB/R —LleB/R)+E7(deR/$ — AeR!$) 
                                            (50) 

            (B7 = fh7(v2, a), D7 = fd7(v2, a), F7 = f f7(v2, a)) 

where (bol4. _ bg.o.W. ), (deB/R _ deB/R), and (DeR/S — deR/S) show, respectively, 
the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents, the induced in-

crease in bahts-ringgit exchange raterisk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

  From the first order condition,= 0, we have 

        B;(b~.O.R. — how) DioeB!R — deB!R) + F (deR!$ — aeR!$) 
U2R

.O.itR.O.«*BR—-BR*R$—R$        Aj(bg''—b'')+C7(~e!de!)+E7(Ac!Ac!) 
(5 I ) 

(B4 = fh7(vi, a), D' = fd7(vi, a), = f f7(vi, a)) 
where(by.o.w._bx.o.W.)(QeB/R_QeB/R), and (aeR/$—oeR!$) show, respectively, 
the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W: residents, the induced in-

crease in baht-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk.
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 6.1.B. Malaysia adopts the basket-peg and Thailand adopts the floating exchange rate 
regime 
6.1.8(1). GDP stability as policy objectives 

 In a similar manner, we consider the case that only Malaysia adopts the basket-peg 
regime. Now we compare exchange rate regimes for each policy objectives. Consider 
the case where the Malaysian government wants to minimize fluctuations in GDP. The 
loss function which the authorities minimize is 

L 11 = (y — ti')2(26) 

Their policy tool is µ. 

Lil=(.—y)2 

_ AI 1(bg.O.W. _h~.O.W.)+Bil(b9.O.W._hR.O.R'.)+Clllt(deBIR—LleB/R)2 
     +Dlr(detslR—%_BIR)+EllP'(DeRI$QeRI$)+Fl(deRl$LleRIs) 

From the first order condition = 0, we have 

B1I (bgR.O.W. _ hgR.O.W.) + Dlr(QeBIR — LleBIR) + Frl (zleR/$ — deRl$) 

Abg.0.4ti'.) + C11(QeBI R—LIeBIR) + El 1 (QeR/$aeRls) 
                                            (52) 

6.1.B(2). Current Account Stability as policy objectives 
 In this case, we assume that the Malaysian authority wants to stabilize the current 

account. 
 The objective function of Malaysia in this case is 

L 17 = (ca — Ca)2(28) 

Their policy tool is 1)2. 

L12=(ca — Ca)2 

   AI,p(bg.O.W._hg.O.lb'.)+B12(bR.O.W.-bR.O.W.)+C12/i(QeBIRQeBIR)2 

     -}-D12(DeBI R — QeBI R)+El2li( .6eRIS—deRl$)+F12(AeRl$ — deRls) 

From the first order condition,`d2 = 0. we have 
Bp(bg.0.1". — by.O.lv.) + D12(QeBI R — LleB/R) + F12(LSeRI$ — AeRl$) 

   = 
Ap(bR.o.tti'. — hg.O.W.) +C12(QeBIR — LleBIR) E12(4eR/S — QeRIS) 

(53) 

6.1.B(3). Exchange rate stability as policy objectives 
 We assume that the policy goal is to stabilize the ringgit-dollar rate. The objective 

function is 

                L13 = (eRIS— eRl$)2(30) 

Evidently, the beast choice is the regime that fixes the ringgit-dollar rate at a constant 
level. Compared to the dollar peg regime, the basket peg regime is inferior unless the
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weight on the US dollar (1 — p.) is set to 1. This is confirmed by solving the first-order 

conditionaaus = 0 for vi , which gives us 

         vi = 0(54) 

6.I.B(4). Price Level Stability as policy objectives 
 In this case, we assume that the Malaysian authority wants to minimize the price 

fluctuation. 
 The loss function can be defined as follow. 

L14=(p—P)2(32) 

 Their policy tool is v2. 

L14=(P —P)2 

_Al4tt(hg.o.w.—by.o.w.)+B14(b~.o.1V.CI4l~(DeB/R — ~eBlh')2 
     +D1t(AeBI R—Q-Bl R)+El=11~(AR/S—deR/$)+E14(aeR/$ — DeR/$) 

From the first order condition, a ",4 = 0, we have 

       B14(bg.O.tY'. — bgR.O.W.) + Dl #(QeBf R — Qe8l                                             )1- F14(QeR/$ — QeRI$) 

A14(bR.O.W. —31R)+C14(iieB/R —~eB/R)+E14(eR/$ — aeR/~') 

                                            (55)

6.2. Perfect Substitution between Malaysian bonds and Thailand bonds 

6.2.A. Both Malaysia and Thailand individually adopt basket-peg regimes 
6.2.A(1). GDP stability as policy objectives 

 First, we think about the case when the Malaysian authority wants to stabilize the 

GDP of Malaysia. The loss function is as follows. 

             Ll = (y — 1)2(26) 

The policy tool of Malaysia is vi. 

 From the first order condition dv,= 0, we have 
Bl(hg.o.W. _ bR.o.W.) + Dl(.LleB/R — deB/R) + F1(DeR/S —'API$) 

vi A .W. —R.o.1~'.BR—BRR$—R/$)       Al(bRb
y)+CI (ne/del)+El(Del de 

                                             (56) 

where Bl = .fnl (v2). Dl = id I (v2), F1 = f fl(v2) and (bx.o.w. _ bg.o.tt-.), (AeB/R — 
AeB/R), and (AeR/$ — AeR/$) show, respectively, the initial change of Malaysian bond 

holding by the R.O.W. residents, the induced increase in bahts-ringgit exchange rate risk 

and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

 Then we assume that the Thailand authority wants to minimize the fluctuation of the 

Thailand GDP. 

 The loss function can be defined as follow. 

L, = (y* — y*)22(27)
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The policy tool of Thailand is the v2.• 

 From the first order condition, = 0, we have 

       B~ (bg.o.W. — b~.o.W.) + D~ (AeB/R — AeB/R) + Fi (deR/S — AeR/$) 
  V2 _ *R.D.W.—R.O.W.*BR—;B/R*R$—-R$        AI(bgbg)-{-Ct(AeIAc) -~-El(AeIAeI) 

                                            (57) 
(Bi = fbi (vi) Di = .11(vi). Fi = f fl (vi)) 

where (hg.o.W._b9.o.w.), (Ae8/R—AeB/R), and (deR/S—AeR/S) show, respectively, 
the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents, the induced in-
crease in bahts-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

 We conclude that the optimal values of the baskets in Malaysia and in Thailand are 
different also in the perfect substitution between the Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds. 

6.2.A(2). Current Account Stability as policy objectives 
 We assume that Malaysia chooses current account stability as their policy objective. 

In that case, the objective function for the Malaysian authority is 

L2 = (ca — ca)22(28) 

From the first order condition J= 0. we have 

B2(bg.o.'a'. — bg.o.W.) -I- D2(AeBIR — AeBI R) + F2(AeRI$ — AeRIS) 
 vi R.O.W. —R.O.W.BR—-BKB/R—-B/R        A2(h

ybg)-I-C2(AeIdeI)~-E2(Aese-B/R) 
                                           (58) 

(B2 = fh2(v2), D2 = fd2(v2). F2 = f f2(U2)) 

where (by.o.w. —by o..), (AeB/K—AeB/R),and (AeR/S—deR/$) show, respectively, 
the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents. the induced in-
crease in bahts-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

 On the other hand, we assume that the Thailand authority wants to minimize the 
fluctuation of the Thailand current account. 

 The objective function of Thailand can be defined as follows. 

L2 = (ca* — ca*)2(29) 

Their policy tool is v?. 

  From the first order condition, isa~v~o,= owe have 

B.; (b9.o."'. — bg.o.W.) + D; (AeB/R — AeBI R) + F; (AeRI$ — deR/S) 
        A*(bg.O.W. —14.0.w.) +C2(AeBIR —AeBIR)+E;(AeR/$ — AeRI$) 

                                             (59) 

(B; = 131 = fd2(v"), F? = ,172(vI))
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where  (b°' _hg 0 t4' ), (deB/R—deB/R), and (aeR/$—ac 1$) show, respectively, 
the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents. the induced in-

crease in bahts-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

6.2.A(3). Exchange rate stability as policy objectives 

 We assume that the policy goal of Malaysian authority is to stabilize the ringgit-dollar 
rate. The objective function of the Malaysian authority is 

1,3 = (eRI$ — eR/$),(30) 

Evidently, the beast choice is the regime that fixes the ringgit-dollar rate at a constant 
level. Compared to the dollar peg regime, the basket peg regime is inferior unless the 
weight on the US dollar (I — vi) is set to 1. This is confirmed by solving the first-order 

condition avi = 0 for vi , which gives us 
vi = 0(60) 

 On the other hand, we assume that the policy goal of Thai authority is to stabilize the 
baht-dollar rate. The objective function of Thai authority is 

L*,, = (eBNs — e-lsl$).2 

Evidently, the best choice is the regime that fixes the bats-dollar rate at a constant level. 
Compared to the dollar peg regime, the basket peg regime is inferior unless the weight 
on the US dollar (I —v2) is set to 1. This is confirmed by solving the first-order condition 

(.71), = 0 for vi , which gives us

v,=0 

6.2.A(4). Price Level Stability as policy objectives 
 We assume that the policy goal is to stabilize price. The objective function is 

L4=(p-p)2 

Their policy objective is vi . 
 From the first order condition aU, = 0, we have

(61)

(32)

B44.0.w. — b".O.Fi'•) + D4(deB/R — AeB/R) + F4(QeR/$ — deRIS) 
vi =  

A4(hR.O.w. — bg.O.W.) + C4(AeBRR — deB/R) + E4(deR/$ — deRt$) 
                                            (62) 

               (B4 = .fb4(v2), D4 = fd4(V2), F4 = .f14(v2)) 

where (bg.O.W -h~.O.l~`.) (aeB/R_QeBjR), and (deR/$—.6e.") show, respectively, 
                                                , the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents, the induced in-

crease in baht-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 
 On the other hand, we assume that the policy goal of Thai authority is to stabilize 

price level. The objective function of the Thai authority is 
L: = (p* — p*)2(33) 

Their policy objective is v2.
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 From the first order condition = 0, we have 

B: (bR.o.w. _ hg.o.W.) + D:(AeB/R — AeB/R) -I- FZ (AeR/$ — deR/S) 
U2 —* .O.W.—R.O.W.*BR—;B/R)+E*(Ac,R/$ —AeRI$)      A4(hyRby)+C4(AelAc.4 

                                           (63) 
(B4 = .fb4(vi ), D _ .fd4(vi ), F4 = .f,14(vi )) 

where (b9 •o•w• —b9.0.14'. ). (AeB/R _AeB/R), and (AeR/$—deR/$) show, respectively, 
the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents, the induced in-
crease in baht-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

6.2.A(5). GDP and Price level stability as policy objectives 
 We assume that the policy goal of the Malaysian authority is to stabilize GDP and 

price level. The objective function of the Malaysian authority is 

            L5 = {(y — (P — P)2}(34) 

Their policy objective is vi . 

L5={(y-s)2+us1(P—/3)2} 

                                                                                         2 Asvi (by.o.w. _ hR.o.W.) + B5(bg.o.w. _ CSvI (AeB/R —AeB/R) 
+D5(AeBI R — AeBIR) + Esvl(AeR/S — AeR/$) + F5(AeR/$ — AeRI$) 

From the first order condition a~.s = owe have                    avi' 

B5(by.o.t4'. — hg.O.w.) + DS(AeB/R — AeBIR) + FS(deRl$ — APO) 
vi R.O.w. —R.O.W.B/R _B/RR/$ —R/S      AS(h

gbg) +Cs{dede)+Es(AeAe) 
                                            (64) 

(B5 = .lbs(v2. wI), D5 = ffds(v2, ?il), F5 = .ff5(v2, UrI)) 

where (NR.O.W  (AeB/R—AeB/R), and (deR/$—AeR/$) show, respectively, 
the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents, the induced in-
crease in baht-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

 At the same time, we assume that the policy goal of Thai authority is to stabilize GDP 
and price level. The objective function of the Thai authority is 

LS = {(y* — 1-*)2 + w (P — p*)2}(35) 
Their policy objective is u2. 
LS = {(y* — )'*)2 + ur (P* — p*)2} 

   ASv2(bg.O.W.—hg.O.W.)B5(hR.O.IV'._hy.o.W.)+C;v2(AeB/RAeB/R)2 
+DS(AeBIR — AP-slR) + ESv2(AeRI$ — AeR/S) + F; (AeRI$ — AeR/S) 

From the first order conditions= owe have                    dv2'
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 B; (b9.°.1i'. — b9.0.w.) + D; (AeB/R — AeBI R) FS (AeRi$ — AeRIs) 
U2 = — .0.14'. —R.O.W.*BR—BR*R/S —;RI$        A*R;(bgbg)+Cs(Ac/del) ~-Es(deAc) 

                                             (65) 
(Bs = lbs(Ut, w ). DS = ./ (vi, to-j ), F5 = .t,is(vi, n-il*))  

where(b9O.W.—bgO'), (deB/R—AJB/R), and (AeR/$—deR/S) show, respectively, 
the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents, the induced in-
crease in baht-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

6.2.A(6). Joint Minimization: GDP Stability as policy objective 

          L6 = {a(y — y')2 + (I — a)(y* — 1-'*)2} (0 < a < 1) (36) 

 In this case, we assume that Malaysia and Thailand are agree to minimize the com-
mon loss function. The policy tool of Malaysia is vi . while the policy tool of Thailand 

is v2. Both countries minimize the common loss function using their own policy tool. 

 From the first order condition a 66 =0,we have 

B6(b9.O.W. — b9.O.W•) + D6oeB/R — DeBIR) + F6(AeRI$ — AeRIS) 
Ut .O.W. —.O.W.BR —-BRR/S —-R/S      A6(bRR                 b

s) +C6(Ac/del)+E6(deAe) 
                                            (66) 

             (B6 = .46(112• a), D6 = fd6(v2, a), F6 = .f,f6(v2• a)) 

where (hR•O•W. — bit O 41' ), (Ac — .A-e), and (AeRI$ — AeR/$) show, respectively, the 
initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents, the induced increase 

in bahts-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 
 From the first order condition,a= 0, we have 

       B6 (b9.O.W. — b9.O.li'.) + D6 (AeB/R — deB/R) + Fb (AeR/S — AeRI$) 
U2*R .O.W. —R.O.W.*BR —BRR$—R$        A6(bgb~) -}-C6(deIdeI) -{- E6 (AeIdel) 

                                            (67) 
            (B(* = fb6(vi, a), D6 = fd6(vi, a). = f.f6(vi, a)) 

where (b9.0.11'._b9.o.W.), (Aels/R—deBl R) and (de''s—deR/s) show, respectively, 
the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents, the induced in-
crease in baht-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

6.2.A(7). Joint Minimization: current account stability as policy objective 

         L7 = {a(ca — ca)2 + (1 — a)(ca* — ca*)2} (0 < a < 1) (37) 

 In this case, we assume that Malaysia and Thailand are agree to minimize the com-

mon loss function of the current account. The policy tool of Malaysia is vt , while the 

policy tool of Thailand is v2. Both countries minimize the common loss function using 
their own policy tool. 

 From the first order condition  = 0, we have
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        B7(by.0.117. _ hg.0.w.) -~ D7(AeB/R — AeB/R) + F7(AeR/$ — AeRI$) 
vi =  ------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

A7(by .o.w. — bg.o.W.) + C7(AeBI R — AeB/R) E7(AeRI$ — AeR/S) 
                                           (68) 

           (B7 = fb7(v2, a). D7 = }d7(v2, a), F7 = ff7(v2, a)) 

where (b9.o.W.—b~.O.14`,)(AeB/R—AeB/R), and (AeRI$—AeRIS) show, respectively. 
the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents. the induced in-

crease in bahts-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

 From the first order condition, d' = 0, we have 

13;(14.0.w. — bR.0.w.) + D7 (AeBIR — AeB/R) F*(AeRI$ — deR/s) 
t.)' A7(bg.o.w. —b.0.w.)+C7(AeBIR — AeBIR) + E7 (AeR/$ — AeRI$) 

                                            (69) 
(B7 = .fb7(vi, a), D; = .fd7(vi, a), F. = f f7(u1 , a)) 

where (bg .o-w —hR o ~~' ), (AeBIR—AeB/R), and (aeR/s—deR/$) show, respectively, 
the initial change of Malaysian bond holding by the R.O.W. residents, the induced in-
crease in baht-ringgit exchange rate risk and in ringgit-dollar exchange rate risk. 

6.2.B. Malaysia adopts the basket-peg and Thailand adopts the floating exchange rate 
      regime 

6.2.B(I). GDP Stability as policy objectives 
  In a similar manner, we consider the case that only Malaysia adopts the basket-peg 

regime. Now we compare exchange rate regimes for each policy objectives. Consider 
the case where the Malaysian government wants to minimize fluctuations in GDP. The 
loss function which the authorities minimize is 

L t 1 = (y - 1')2(26) 

Their policy tool is µ. 
-2 

Lil=(y—y) 

_ fAiiji(ow — hR.o.W.)+Bi 1(how — bR.O.w.)+C ji(AeBIR — AeBIR) 2 
+Dlr(Ac'B/R — AeB/R)+El i f2(AeRls — AeR'$)+Fl l (AeR!$ — AeRI$) 

From the first order condition a = 0, we have apt 

Bi 1 (bg.O.w. _ bg.O.W.) + Dlr (AeBI R — AeBIR) + Frl (AeRI$ — AeR/$) 
       All(bg.o.w._b9.o.w.) + C11(AeBIR—AeBIR)+El t(AeRISAeRIS) 

                                             (70) 

6.2.B(2). Current Account Stability as policy objectives 
  In this case, we assume that the Malaysian authority wants to stabilize the current 

account. 
  The objective function of Malaysia in this case is
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              L 12 =  (ca — ca)`(28) 

Their policy tool is V2. 

L 12 = (ca — ca )2 

AI,µ(bg.0.>•t'. _ bR.O.W.)+81,(b91?•O•w._hR.O.W.)+Ci,ti(DeBIR—Qets/R) 2 
+D12(AeBIR — Ac/ R)+El2u(AeR/$ — A /$)+F12(AeR/S — deR/S) 

From the first order condition, d̀ 1 = 0, we have 

Bl,(b.O.W. — hg.0.1i'.) + D12(,AeB/R — AeBI R) + F'l2WeR/S —deR/$)  
— bq.O.W.) +C12(AeB/R — aeB/R) + El?(DeR/S — DeR/S) 

                                             (71) 

6.2.8(3). Exchange rate stability as policy objectives 
 We assume that the policy goal is to stabilize the ringgit-dollar rate. The objective 

function is 

L 13 = (eR/S — eR/$)2(30) 

Evidently, the beast choice is the regime that fixes the ringgit-dollar rate at a constant 
level. Compared to the dollar peg regime. the basket peg regime is inferior unless the 
weight on the US dollar (1 — i) is set to 1. This is confirmed by solving the first-order 
condition V = 0 for , which gives us 

vi = 0(72) 

6.2.B(4). Price Level Stability as policy objectives 

 In this case, we assume that the Malaysian authority wants to minimize the price 
fluctuation. 

 The loss function can be defined as follow. 

L14 = (p — P)2(32) 

Their policy tool is v2. 

L14=(p—p)2 

, _ A14µ(bg.O.R'. —h~.O.W.)+814(by.O.w. _ hR.O.11'.)+Cl4li(deB/R — den/R) 
+D14(deB/R QeB/R)+El4A(AeRl$ — aeR/S)+F14(4eR/$ — deR/S) 

From the first order condition, tl-4-i = 0, we have 
B14(b9.O.W. — bg.O.W.) + D14(LeB/R DeB/R) + FI4(z eR/S — deR/S) 

       A 14(b)gt?.O.R'. — hR.O.W.) + C14(l eB/R — deB/R) + E14(Qe ?/$ — QeR/$) 
                                              (73)
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7. EMPIRICAL ANALYSIS USING DATA FOR MALAYSIA AND THAILAND

 We use annual data for Malaysia and Thailand from 1980 to 2002 from International 
Financial Statistics (IFS), and the Instrumental Variables Method to estimate the equa-
tions in the theoretical part of our paper. 

 The results are shown in the Appendix. Because the endogenous and exogenous 
variables are different according to whether two countries adopt the fixed or floating 
exchange rates, we have four sets of results. They are Q Malaysia and Thailand both 
adopt the fixed exchange rate regime, ® Malaysia adopts the fixed exchange rate regime 
and Thailand adopts floating exchange rate regime. ® Malaysia adopts the floating 
exchange rate regime and Thailand adopts the fixed exchange rate regime, ® Malaysia 
and Thailand both adopts floating exchange rate regime 

 The functions we estimated are the consumption function, the investment function, 
the demand function for money, the demand function for the domestic bonds, the de-
mand function for the foreign bonds, the demand function, the export function (to the 
counter-part and to the USA). the import functions (to the counter-part and to the USA), 
and aggregate supply function. The first column of the table shows the explanatory 
variables. The second column shows the coefficients, the third column the t-value. Two 
asterisks on the t-values indicate the level of 1% significance and one asterisk indicates 
5% significance. For exchange risk, we used the variance of monthly exchange rate data 
as proxy. 

7.1. Imperfect Substitution between Malaysian bonds and Thai bonds 
7.I.A. Both Malaysia and Thailand individually adopt Basket-peg Regimes 

 Using the estimated coefficients, we calculated the basket weights that minimize the 
loss functions corresponding to the different policy goals. 

7.I.A(1). GDP stability as policy objectives

            L = (y — 5)22 = (0.oos2vt — 0.002202 — 0.0015)2 

a 
= 0 = vi = —0.42302 +0.2885(74) 

avt 

          L* _ (y* — y*)2 = (-0.047401 — 0.008702 — 0.0214)2 

c3L* 
          = 0 v2 = —5.448svl — 2.4598(75) 
a v2 

Solve the equation (74) and (75) simultaneously, with the constraints of basket weights, 
we obtain 

vi = 1.02(76) 

02 = 3.09(77)
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7.1.A(2). Current Account stability as policy objectives 

           L = (ca - cu)2 = (-2.24iivl - 0.ssi6v2 - 0.5646)2 

a 
          = 0 VI = 0.248lv/ - 0.2512(78) 
ay' 

          L = (ca* - ca*)2 = (-1.g4l2vl - 0.48liv2 - 0.4507)2 

aL* 
= 0 v2 = -4.o2ggvl - 0.9356(79) 

av2 

Solve the equation (78) and (79) simultaneously, we obtain 

             vi = -0.2416(80) 

v2=0.04(81) 

7. I.A(3). Exchange rate stability as policy objectives 
 Obviously, if the stability of the exchange rate against the dollar is the policy goal, 

the optimal weight on the exchange rate against the dollar is one for both Malaysia and 
Thailand. 

7. I.A(4). Price level stability as policy objectives 

            L = (p - p) 2 = (-0.oo2sVl - 0.00121)2 -I- 0.0010)2 

       aL = 0 VI = -0.48v2 + 0.4(82) 
avl 

           L* = (p* - p*)2 = (-0.os62vl - 0.oio6v2 - 0.0044)2 

aL* =0 = v2=3.4lslvl-o.4151(83) 
av2 

      Solve the equation (82) and (83) simultaneously, with the constraints of basket 
      weights, we obtain 

vi = 0.23(84) 

v2 = 0.36(85) 

7.1.A(5). GDP and Price Level Stability as policy objectives 

  16 The negative weights of basket are still desirable. Substituting the optimal weights as equation (80) and 
(81) into equation (15), we obtain 

51 (-0.20)e" + (1.24)e8/$ + (0.96)e°1$ = 13 
it can he rewritten as 

(0.10)e" + (0.62)e" + (0.48)elf's = lj , 
using the exchange rate equation (13) 

(0.10)(eR"S - eB/$) + (0.62)e' S + (0.48)eN' = 13 

(0.72)el S - (0.38)eRt$ = 13 
Therefore, the negative weights of the basket still maintain equation (15) and desirable.
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            2 /5)2) (0.oos2vl - 0.oo22V2 - 0.0015)22 

+w-t (-0.oo2svi - 0.ool2v2 + 0.001)2 

aL (-0.ostzrl + 0.1144) (0.2sarl + 0.0078) = 0v1=u2 +(86) 
  au, (0.o62sw+ 0.2704) (0.o62srtrl + 0.2704) 

      * -)-*2*-*2(-0.o4i4vl - 0.oo8iV2 - 0.0214)2   ={(y')+arj (PP))_ 
+tu (-0.os62vl - 0.oio6v2 - 0.0044)2 

a L _(3.8si2ru+ 4.1238) (0.4664rsl + 1.8618) 
    - av;0v2=-(1.l2s6arr + 0.7569)u(87)                                   -- (1.l2s6tuj + 0.7569) 

7. l.A(6). Joint Minimization: GDP Stability as policy objectives 

    L={a(y-c')2+(I -a)(y*-J)2), (0<a< I) 

L (-0.ooo4a + 0.0004) (-0.cola + 0.001) 

   avl= 0 vi=-(-0.oo22a + 0.0022)v2(-0.oo22a + 0.0022)(88) 

aL(-0.ooo4a + 0.0004) (-0.0019 + 0.0019) 

     _ au,-0--(-0.oooo8a + 0.0008)vi(-0.ooo8a + 0.00008)(89) 

7.I.A(7). Joint Minimization: current account stability as policy objectives 

L = {a (ca - ca)` + (1 - a)(ca* - c*)2}, (0 < a < 1) 

aL (0.sl8sa + 0.9351) (0.sg4sa + 0.8749) 
   = 0 vi _-v2-(90) 

     avl(I.2g2ga + 3.7683)(I.2g2ga + 3.7683) 

aL
_0 v2-(0.sl8sa+0.9351)vl-(0.0977+0.2171)(91) 

a u2(0.oi8ga + 0.232) (0.oi8ga + 0.232) 

7.I.B. Malaysia adopts the basket-peg and Thailand adopts the floating exchange rate 
      regime 

7. I.B(1). GDP stability as policy objectives 

                 L = (y - 5,)22 = (0.oos4li - 0.0023)22 

aL 
= 0 = p = 0.43(92) 

                Bit 

7. I.B(2). Current account stability as policy objectives 

                L = (ca - ca)2 = (-2.664sA - 0.1554)2 

aL  
=0 = s=-0.06(93) 

a ~ct 

7.I.B(3). Exchange rate stability as policy objectives 
 Obviously, if the stability of the exchange rate against the dollar is the policy goal, 

the optimal weight on the exchange rate against the dollar is one for both Malaysia and 
Thailand.
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Table 2. The comparison of the loss.

The Value  or Loss

Policy

Objective

Malaysia-basket peg

Thailand-basket peg with

 both adopting

optimal weights

Malaysia-basket peg

Thailand-basket peg with

 both adopting

common weights (1)

Malaysia-basket peg

Thailand-basket peg with

 both adopting

common weights (2)

Malaysis-basket peg

Thailand-basket peg with

 both adopting

trade weights*

GDP vi=1.o2v2

 =3.09

vi=1.02

02=1.02

vi =3.ogv2

=3.09

vi =0.04 (().17)

v,=0.05 (0.25)

(Mt 0

(T) 0

(M) t)

(T) 10.0786)2

(Mt (0.0078)2

(T) 0

(NI) (0.0014)2

(T) (0.0237)2

Current

Account

v 1= -0.24

02=0.04

01= -0.24

02= -0.24

v 1=0.04

u,=0.(14

vi =0.04 (0.17)

L'2=0.05 (().25)

(M) 0

(T) 0

(M) 0

(T) (0.1307)2

(M) (0.6778)22

(T) 0

(M) (0.6824)2

(T) (0.5524)2

Ringgit-dollar

or lsaht-dollarexchange

 rate

01=0

02=9

vi=0

02=0

L't =av

v,=()

01=0.04 (0.17)

v,=0.05 (0.25)

(M) 0

(T) 0

(M) 0

(T) 0

(M) t)

(T) 0

(M) (0.0219)2

(T) ((1.0248)22

Price levelvi v1=0.23

02=0.36

U =0.23

02=0.23

ul =0.36

v,=(1.36

v)=0.04 ((1.17)

0,=0.05 (0.25)

(M) 0

(T) 0

(M) 0

(T) (0.0616)2

(NI) (0.0003)2

(T) 0

(M) (0.1)008)2

(T) (0.0063)2

  We  define the trade weight as a share o 
   trade (export+import)

f bilateral gross trade (export+import) to thpatterer country over the total

 The Value of Loss

Policy

Objective

Malaysia—basket peg

wigh optimal weight

Thailand—floating

Malaysia—basket peg

wigh trade weight

Thailand—floating

Malaysia—basket peg

Thailanfloating with

th optimal

monetary policy

Malaysis—basket peg

Thailand—floating

G[)P µ=0.43 it =0.04

(M) 0 (MI (0.0023)2 (M) 0 (M) (0.6286)2

(T) 0 (T) 0 (T) 0 (T) 0

Current µ= —1).06 µ=0.04

Account (NI) 0 (M) (0.262)2 (M) 0 (M) (0.5477)22

(T) 0 (T) 0 (Ti 0 (T) 0

Rinegit-dollar µ=0 it =0.04

or Baht-dollar (M) 0 (M) (0.0045)2 (NI) 0 (Mt 0

exchange rate (T) 0 (T) 0 CI) 0 (T) 0

Price level µ=0.09 «=0.04

(NI) 0 (NI) (0.0007)2 (M) 0 (NI) (0.0221)2

(T) 0 (T) 0 (T) o (T) 0
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7. I.B(4). Price level stability as policy objectives 

L=(p—p)2=(-0.olsst+0.0012)2 

a 
=0 µ.=0.09(94) 

dji 
Also by using the estimated coefficients, we compared the values of loss functions 

under the basket peg, floating and the dollar-peg regimes in Table 217. For the basket-

peg, we consider four cases, both countries adopting optimal weights individually, both 
countries adopting the common weights (Case (1) is both countries adopting the com-
mon weights, which is optimal for Malaysia, and case (2) is both countries adopting 
the common weights, which is optimal for Thailand), and lastly both countries adopting 
trade weightsi8. 

 As expected, if both countries adopt the common weights, the values of the loss func-
tions will be higher compared with the case where both adopt their respective optimal 
weights. Under the case in which Malaysia adopts the dollar peg and Thailand adopts 
floating, the loss for Malaysia will be high. On the other hand, if both Malaysia and 
Thailand adopt the floating exchange rate regime, their losses will be zero. However, as 

pointed out in Yoshi no. Kaji, and Ibuka (2004), too much fluctuation of the exchange 
rate can hurt a small country where trade as a percentage of GDP is high.

8. CONCLUSION

 In this paper, we used a two-country model with the exogenous Rest of the World 
to examine which exchange rate regimes would be optimal for East Asia. We also 
calculated the optimal weights on the different exchange rates in the baskets. 

 Our most important finding is that, contrary to suggestions made by some economists, 
it is not optimal for both countries to adopt a common basket to peg their currencies to, 
when they adopt basket-peg regimes. The optimal weights in the currency basket are 
different, because the structure of the goods and money markets are different. We have 
three other findings. One is that adopting a dollar-peg regime is not optimal in East Asia. 
Second, a floating exchange rate regime with optimal monetary policy is one of the ways 
to minimize the loss. However as pointed out in Yoshi no, Kaji, and Ibuka (2004), too 
much fluctuation of the exchange rates would hurt a small open country whose share of 
trade in GDP is high. Third, the optimal weights in the basket depend on whether the 
foreign country also adopts a basket peg regime. This means that the optimal weight of 
the basket is different under the case where both Malaysia and Thailand adopt basket-

peg regime and under the case where only Malaysia adopts a basket-peg regime.

!7 In the empirical analysis
, we omitted the indirect effect of the induced expectation for devaluation under 

the dollar-peg regime for lack of adequate data_ 
 18 We define the trade weight as a share of bilateral gross trade (export + import) to the partner over the 

total trade (export+import).
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APPENDIX

 Consumption—Malaysia

Consumpttion (log)(RCONSM)  M-peg, T-peg M-peg, T-float M.-float, T-peg M-float, T-float

variable Est. Value t-value Eat. Value t-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value

constant © 0.3428 (2.3268)* 0.3428 (2.3268)* 0.3428 (2.3266)* 0.3428 (2.32(,7)*

Real GDP M (log)(RGDPM) 0.8547 (42.8116)** 0.8547 (42.8118)** 0.8547 (42.8084)** 0.8547 (42.8112)**

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 0.7719 0.7719 0.7719 (1.7719

 Consumption—Thai land

 Consumptlion (log)(RCONST) M-peg, T- peg M-peg, T-float M-float, T-peg M-float, T.-float

variable Est. Value t-value Est. Value [-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t• value

constant © 0.9314 (7.lik6)** 0.9304 (7.1702)** 0.9276 (7.1442)44 0.9276 (7.1461)**

GDP T (log)( RODPT) 0.8548 (67.0944)** 0.8549 (67.0960)** 1).8551 (67.0825)** 0.8551 (67.0999)**

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 0.481 0.481 0.4809 0.4809

Investment—Malaysia

 Investment (log)(RINVM) M-peg. l-peg M peg, 'I'-Iloat M-Ilout. T-peg Ni Ilout.l-float

variable Est. Value t-value Est. Value I-value Est. Value I-value Est. Value t-value

constant © —1.9867 1.0662 —1.9196 —1.8316 —1.8791 —1.8098 —1.8651 —1.8031

Real GDP M (log)(RGDPM) 1.0536 (8.7749)* * 1.05405 (8.8100)" 1.0454 (8.8214)" 1.0442 (8.82951"

Money Market rate M (RIM) (1.1)507 1.3838 0.0454 1.339 0.04525 1.3073 0.0446 1.2979

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 0.4755 0.4709 (l.4679 0.467
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I  nvestmncnt—Thailand

Investment  (log)(RINVC) M-peg, T-peg M-peg, T-float M-float. T-peg M-float. T-float

variable Est. Value t-value Est. Value [-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value

constant Qc —6 .183 (-3.8649)** —5.9068 (-3.7546)** —5.6466 (-3.6852)** —5.6335 (-3.6854)**

Real GDP T (log)(RGDPT) 1.405 (10.2462)** 1.3834 (10.2409)** 1.3634 (10.3116)** 1.3622 (10.3255)**

Money Market rate T (RIT) 0.0673 (3.2114)** 0.0629 3.0698 0.0585 (2.9862)** 0.05831 (2.9848)**

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 0.5777 0.5428 0.5068 0.5055

Money Market—Malaysia

Money Supply M (log)(RMSM)  M  -peg. T-peg M-peg, T-float M-float, T-peg M-float. T-float

variahle Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value list. Value l-value

constant 23.7945 1.5924 24.8511 1.6503 20.5684 1.3976 20.5728 1.3993

Lending rate M (RIM) 0.0002 0.0006 -4 .soE-os -1 .ggE-ol -1.l2E-o2 -5.lgE-ol -0.0111 -0.5246

U.S. Lending rate (RUST) -0.0004 -0.4046 -s2oE-os -4.8sE-ol -6.6oE-os -6.24E-oI -0.0066 -0.6258

Real GDP M (log)(RGDPM) 0.5715 -0 .5684 -0 .6465 -0 .6379 -0 .3614 -0.36481 -0 .3617 -0.3654

Real Wealth M (log)(lNVRWM) -99 .6031 -1 .7913 -102 .947 -1 .8389 -86 .5603 -1 .5824 -86.5791 -1.5848

Dollar Exchange Risk M (ERDVM) 0.0498 0.1781 0.082 0.3(108 0.1355 0.5065 0.1353 0.5084

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 1.4753 1.4402 1.3488 1.3479

Money Market—Thailand

Money Supply T (log)(RMST)  M-peg, T-peg M-peg, T-float M Moat, T-peg M-float, T-Float

variable Est. Value (-value Est. Value t- value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value

constant © 7.2559 (2.1283)* 6.894 1.9433 7.8349 (2.3804)* 8.2573 (2.5086)*

Lending rate T (RIT) -0 .0577 (-6.0955)** -6 .2oE-ol (-6.414)** -0 .053 (-6.2987)** -0.0537 (-6.3751)**

U.S. Lending rate (RIJSI) 0.0273 (2.7745)** (1.()294 (2.8837)** 0.0246 (2.6396)** 0.0241 (2.5808)**

Real GDP T (log)(RGDPT) 0.5(147 (2.4983)* 0.5233 (2.488(i)* 0.4728 (2.4197)* 0.4461 (2.2833)*

Real Wealth T (log)(INVRW'I') -29.6285 (-2.9451)*`5 -28.1 197 (-2.6879)** -31.7204 (-3.2863)** -32.7023 (-3.3858)**

Dollar Exchange Risk T (ERDVT) 0.0033 0.6914 3.soE-os 6.g2E-ol 3.ooE-os 6.s6E-ol 0.0029 (1.6156

R-squared

Durkin-Watson 1.818 1.71444 1.8946 1.8769
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Domestic Bond Market—Malaysia

 Domestic Bonds M (log)(RBM) M-peg, M-peg, T lloat M-float, T-peg M-float, T-tloai

variable Est. Value l-value Est. Value [-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value

constant 87.4282 (2.9980)** 87.4282 (2.998)** 87.4282 (2.998) ° * 87.4282 (2.998)**

Lending rate M (RIM) -0.174 -1.0476 -0.174 -1.0476 -0.174 - I.0476 -0 .174 -1 .0476

Ll.S. lending rate (RUST) -(1.0868 -0.8095 -0.0868 -0.8095 -0.0868 -0.8095 -0.0868 -0.8095

Real GDP M (log)(RGDF'M) 57.7718 (3.4836)** 57.7718 (3.4836)'* 57.7718 (3.4836) * 57.7718 (3.4836)**

Real Wealth M (log)(INVRWM) -68.9038 (-3.5955)"* -68.9038 (-3.5955)** -68.9038 (-3.5955)** -68 .9038 (-3.5955)"*

Dollar Exchange Risk M (ERI)VM) 3.5788 (3.875)"* 3.5788 (3.8750)*"' 3.5789 (3,875)•* 3.5788 (3.875)**

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 2.262 2.2621 2.26214 2.2621

Domestic Bond Market—Thailand

Domestic Bonds  T  (log)(RBM) M-peg, T-peg M-peg, T-float M-float, l-peg M-float, l-float

variable Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value

constant -30 .3306 (-11.2289)*" -30 .5147 (-11.s444Y* -30 .7486 (-11.4140)** -30 .6996 (-11.4242)*.,

Lending rate T (RIT) 0.0456 1.5935 0.0412 1.4801 0.0363 1.4042 0.036 1.3543

U.S. Lending rate (RUSI) 0.0258 0.8758 0.0295 1.01 0.0338 1.1892 0.0336 1.1849

Real GDP T (log)(RGDPT) 1.7217 (3.1636)* 1.7862 (3.3017)** 1.8607 (3.4707 ),4 1.8535 (3.4624)**

Real Wealth T (log)(INVRWT) 2.3982 (4.7937)*" 2.3361 (4.7100)** 2.2667 (4.6447)** 2.2708 (4.6564)**

Dollar Exchange Risk T (ERDVT) -0.0059 -0 .4164 -5 .41 N-os -0 .3782 -4 .ioE-os -0 .3272 -0 .0047 -0 .3324

R-squared

I)urhin-Walson 1.192 1.174 1.1527 1.1516

Foreign Bond Market—Malaysia

 Foreign Bonds M (log)(RFM) M-peg, T-peg M-peg, T-liosl M-float, l-peg M-float, T-float

variable Est. Value l-value Est. Value l-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value

constant © -4.3206 (-2.6018)** -3 .7397 (-2.3384)• -3 .9563 (-2.515): -3 .8123 (1.5611)*

Lending tale M (RIM) -0 .0112 -0.2582 -0 .0324 -0 .7979 -0 .0251 -0 .6346 -0.0299 -0 .768

U.S. Lending rate (RUSI) -0.0429 (-2.194)* -0 .0449 (-2.3090)* -11 .()441 (-2.2770)"' -0 .0446 (-2.3044)*

Real GDP M (log)(RUI)PM) -4 .9723 -1 .2729 -4 .0502 -1 .0481 -4 .397 -1 .1267 -4 .1376 -1 .0639

Real Wealth M (log)(INVRWM) 6.4925 1.643 5.5095 1.4111 5.8795 1.4907 5.6044 1.4265

Dollar Exchange Risk M (ERDVM) -0.7089 -1.3381 -0.5328 -1.0347 -0 .596 -1 .1663 -0 .5534 -1 .0895

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 1.1073 1.189] 1.1605 1.1793
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Foreign Bond Market—Thailand

Foreign Bonds T (log)(RFT)  M-peg, T-peg M-peg, l-float M-float, T peg M-float, T-float

variable Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value

constant © -4 .2298 -1 .7172 -4 .2845 -1 .7403 -4 .2518 -1 .7183 -4 .3026 - 1 .7436

Lending rate T (RIT) -0 .0704 (-2.6980) :{° -11 .(1666 (-2.6156)* -0 .(1671 (-2.8296)* -0 .0668 (-2.8205)**

U.S. Lending rate (RUSI) 0.004 0.1502 2.2oE-os 0.0832 2.soE-os 0.0877 0.0024 0.0931

Real GDP T (log)(RGI)PT) -0 .9144 -1 .8423 -0 .9279 -1 .8738 -0 .9316 -1 .8918 -0 .9241 -1 .8799

Real Wealth T (log)(INVRWT) 2.9113 (6.3808)** 2.93719 (6.4617)** 2.9348 (6.5472)** 2.9305 (6.54441 )**

Dollar Exchange Risk T (ERDVT) 0.0291 (2.22071.* 0.02898 (2.2139)* 0.029 (2.2142)* 0.029 (2.2215)*

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 2.2568 2.262 2.2626 2.2609

Export to Thailand—Malaysia

 Exports to Thailand (log)(REXM) M-peg, T peg M-peg, T-float M-float, T peg M-float, T-float

variable Est. Value t-value Eq. Value t-value Nat. Value t-value Est. Value t-value

constant @ -20 .564 (-6.3926)** -21 .1027 (-6.5097)** -20 .6483 (-6.4ioU** -20 .6317 (-6.407 U' *

Real Ringgit-Bahts exchange

rate (log)(REXR) -1 .7778 (-2.2224)* -1 .9107 (-2.3704)* -1 .7892 (-2.236)` -1 .7863 (-2.2328)*

Real GDP T (log)(RGDPT) 2.2957 (13.7608)** 2.3182 (13.8219)* 2.3015 03.77)** 2.3005 (13.7701)**

Ringgil-lsaht Exchange Risk

(log)(ERDV2) -6 .7228 -0 .2143 -7 .9925 -(1 .2543 -6 .8714 -(1 .219 -6 .8399 -(1 .218

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 1.1774 1.7111 1.18 1.1794

 Import from Thailand—Malaysia

Imports from Thailand  (log)(RIMM) M-peg, T-peg M-peg, T-float M-float, T-peg M-float, T-float

variable Est. Value t-value Est. Value l-value Est. Value t-value. Est. Value (-value

constant © —8.2332 (-7.9846) * —11.2698 (-7.98751** —8.1615 (-7.9162) * —8 .1615 (-7.9166)**

Real Ringgit—Bahts exchange

rate (log)(REXR) —0.5387 —1.805 —0.5494 —1.833 —0 .5145 —1.7248 —0.5145 —1.7249

Real GDP M (log)(RGDPM) 1.877 (29.1981)** 1.8787 (24.1683)** 1.875 (29.1545)** 1.875 (29.1570)**

Ringgit--lsaht Exchange Risk

(log)(ERDV2 ) 13.0782 1.0006 12.9333 0.989 13.3561 1.0219 13.3561 1.0219

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 1.3799 1.3803 1.3788 1.3788
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 Export to Malaysia—Thailand

Exports to Malaysia (log)(REXT)  M-peg, T peg M-peg, T-flow M-Iloat, T-peg M-float, "I=llost

variable Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value

constant -8.3527 (-7.142)** -8.4375 (-7.1875)** -8.4613 (-7.2371):,:* -8.4564 (-7.2333 )'' *

Real Ringgit-Bahts exchange

rate (log)(REXR) -0.4043 -1.194 -0 .4324 -1 .2722 -0 .4367 -1 .2912 -0 .4358 -1 .2885

Real GDP M (log)(RGDPM) 1.9154 (26.2684)** 1.918 (2612638) Y 1.9199 (26.3237)** 1.9195 (26.3207)**

Ringgit-Baht Exchange Risk

(log)(ERDV2) 7.2032 0.4859 6.8705 0.4634 6.7676 0.4566 6.7882 0.458

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 1.6788 1.6762 1.6765 1.6764

Import from Malaysia—Thailand

Imports from Malaysia (log)(RIMT) M-peg, T-peg M-peg,  T  float tit-Ilual, "l-peg M-float. T-float

variable Est. Value l-value Est. Value t-value list. Value t-value Est. Value t-value

constant © —20.331 (-6.8926)** —20.9264 (-7.0391)** —2(1.4261 (-6.9157)** —20.4285 (-6.9187)**

Real Ringgit—Bahts exchange

rile (log)(REXR) —1 .8107 (-2.4686)** —1.9575 (-2,6481)** —1.824 (-2.4861) —1.8244 (-2.4871)*

Real GDP T (log)(RGDPT) 2.2675 (14.8222)** 2.2922 (14.9032)** 2.2738 (14.8371)** 2.2739 (14.8441)**

Ringgit—Baltt Exchange Risk

(log)(ERDV2) —2.617 —0.091 —4.0162 —0.1393 —2.7836 —0 .0967 —2.7882 —0.0969

R-squared

Durkin-Watson 1.1 166 1.151 1.1196 1.1197

Export to  U.S.—Malaysia

Exports to U.S. (log)(REXUSM)  M-peg, T-peg M-peg. T float M-float, T-peg M-float. T-float

variable Est. Value l-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value

constant © -80 .7232 (-8.4240)** -78 .179 (-8.3497)** -79 .9693 (-8.4121)** -78 .0647 (-8.3216)**

Real Ringgit-Dollar exchange

rate (log)(REXRUSM) -2.6133 (-3.3535)** -2.4953 (-3.2364)** -2.5434 (-3.2926)** -2.4037 (-3.1494)**

Real GDP U.S. (log)(RUSGDPT) 8.2629 (8.9277)** 8.1137 (8.8591)** 8.189 (8.9196)** 8.0056 (8.8361)**

Ringgit-Dollar Exchange Risk

(log)(ERDVM) 1.2228 (2.2189)* 1.1853 (2.1666)* 1.1967 (2.1816)* 1.1541 (2.120)**

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 0.705 0.6804 0.6909 0.6616
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Import from U.S  .—Malaysia

 Imports from U.S. (log)(RIMUSM) M-peg, T-peg M-peg, T-float M-float, T-peg M-float, T float

variable Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value

constant © -5.9711 (-8.4798):f::': -5.9711 (-8.4853)e* -5.9622 (-8.4733)** -5.9612 (-8.4719)*`

Real Itinggit--Dollar exchange
rate (log)(REXRUSM) -0.7273 (-2.6625)** -0 .7273 (-2.6658)** -0 .722 ('-2.6448)** -0 .7228 (-2.6476)*

Real GDP M (log)(RGDPM) 2.0661 (16.4342)*= 2.0661 (16.448il's 2.0642 (16.4324)==: 2.06423 (16.4321)*

Ringgit-Baht Exchange Risk

(log)(ERDVM) 0.3313 1.2478 0.3313 1.2479 (1.3296 1.2415 (l.3301 1.2434

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 1.0194 1.0194 1.0166 1.0169

Export to  U.S.—Thailand

Exports to U.S. (log)(REXUST)  M-peg, T peg M-peg, "I'-Iloat M-Iloal, M-lloat.,'l'-Ilual

variable Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value

Constant © -63 .2337 (-11.46g8r' -62 .7546 (-11.4368).-:. -62 .7586 (-11.4356)"* -62 .2805 (-11.4014)*

Real Bahts-Dollar 

rate (log)(REXRUST) -1 .4551 (-3.4723)** -1 .418 (-3.3957)** -1 .4094 (-3.3883)`* -1 .3879 (-3.3444)**

Real U.S. GDP (log)(RUSGDP) 6.8869 (119907)'* 6.8331 (11.9575)"* 6.8308 (11.96391-* 6.7818 (11.9322) '*

llaht-l)ollar I xchange Risk

(log)(ERDVT) -0.0185 -1.2793 -0.0191 -1.3267 -0.019 -1.318 -0.0198 -1.3779

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 1.3832 1.3503 1.3379

 

Import from U.S.—Thailand

 Imports from U.S. (log)(RIMUST) M-peg, T-peg M-peg, T float M-float, T-peg M-float, T-float

variable Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value

constant -7 .97.1 (-7.8023)** -7.9221 (-7.7531)*' -7.9704 (-7.7931)** -7.9563 (-7.7839)*'`

Real Bahts-Dollar exchange

rate (log)(REX RUST) -0 .2986 -1 .5404 -0 .3031 -1 .5627 -0 .2936 -1 .5162 -0 .2936 -1 .5162

Real GDP T (log)(RGDPT) 1.6889 (15.8916) 1.6859 (15.8712)*' 1.6873 (15.88131* 1.686 (15.8767)**

Raht--Dollar Exchange Risk

(log)(ERDVT) -0 .0115 -1 .2657 -0 .0118 -1 .2979 -0 .0115 -1 .2675 -0 .0116 -1 .2781

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 1.0615 1.0644 1.0566 1.0562
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Aggregate Supply equation—Malaysia

Real  GI)P M (log)(RGDPM) M-peg, "I -peg M-peg, T-float M-float, T-peg M-Iloat. '1=float

variable Est. Value t-value Est. Value t-value list. Value t-value Est. Value t-value

constant 7.5435 (4.813)** 7.5567 (4.8028),* 7.5568 (4.8161)** 7.5559 (4.8168)**

Real Ringgit-Bahts exchange

rate (log)(REXR) 0.7717 1.2081 0.7852 1.2329 0.7838 1.251 0.7843 1.2525

Real Ringgit-Dollar exchange

rate (log)(REXRUSM) 1.6977 (5.0035)'°* 1.7012 (5.0823)** 1.7009 (5.0954)** 1.7017 (5.1178)**

Lending rate M (RIM) -0 .0058 -0 .1148 -0 .004 -0 .08256 -0 .0044 -0 .0948 -0 .0042 -0 .0922

Ringgit-Bahl Exchange Risk

(log)(ERDV2) 2.5402 0.0754 2.5667 0.07615 2.5687 0.0762 2.5569 0.0759

Ringgit-Dollar Exchange Risk

(log)(ERDVM) -0 .1481 -0 .2226 -0 .1595 -0 .0243 -0 .1573 -11 .2419 -0 .1585 -0 .2443

R-squared

Durbin-Watson 0.6134 0.6142 0.6143 0.6144

 Aggregate Supply equation—Thailand

Real GDP T  (log)(RGDPT) M-peg, l-peg M-peg, T-Iloai M-float, T-peg M-float, T.-float

variable Est. Value [-value Hst. Value (-value Est. Value (-value Est. Value t-value

constant 12.2745 (7.0992)** 12.3393 (7.0605)** 12.3438 (7.1973)** 12.3292 (7.1974)**

Real Ringgit-Bahts exchange

rate (log)(REXR) 2.3372 (3.8872)** 2.3547 (3.9423)** 2.3433 (3.976 I)** 2.3464 (3.9836)**

Real Baht-Dollar exchange

rate (log)(REXRUST) 1.1346 (2.5155)* 1.1275 (2.5026)* I.12E+00 (2.5792)** 1.1257 (2.5975)**

Lending rate T (RIT) -0.0116 -0.3945 -0.0117 -0.4015 -0.0124 (-0.4562) -0.012 -0.4436

Ringgit-Baht Exchange Risk

(log)(ERDV2) -18 .1158 -0 .5682 -1 .77E+01 -0 .5543 -17 .3796 -0 .5549 -17 .6287 -0 .5634

Baht-Dollar Exchange Risk

(lug)(ERDVT) -0.0253 (-1.9677)* -0.0253 -1.9645 -0.0252 (-1.9702)* -0.0252 (1.9722)*

R-squared

1)urbin-Watson (1.7379 0.7426 0.741 0.741
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